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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

(8:29 a.m.)2

3)  OPENING REMARKS BY THE ACRS CHAIRMAN3

3.1)  OPENING STATEMENT4

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Good morning.  This5

meeting will now come to order.  This is the second6

day of the 510th meeting of the Advisory Committee on7

Reactor Safeguards.8

During today's meeting, the Committee will9

consider the following:  license renewal application10

for the H. B. Robinson steam electric plant, Unit 2;11

interim review of the AP1000 design; license renewal12

application for the Virgil C. Summer nuclear station;13

proposed criteria for ACRS evaluation of the14

effectiveness (quality) of the NRC safety research15

programs; preparation of ACRS reports.16

A portion of this meeting may be closed to17

discuss Westinghouse proprietary information18

applicable to the AP1000 design.  This meeting is19

being conducted in accordance with the provisions of20

the Federal Advisory Committee Act.  Dr. John Larkins21

is the designated federal official for the initial22

portion of the meeting.23

We have received no written comments or24

requests for time to make oral statements from members25
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of the public regarding today's sessions.  A1

transcript of portions of the meeting is being kept,2

and it is requested that the speakers use one of the3

microphones, identify themselves, and speak with4

sufficient clarity and volume so that they can be5

readily heard.6

3.2)  ITEMS OF CURRENT INTEREST7

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Before we start with the8

presentation of the agenda, I would like to point your9

attention to items of interest.  You have a package in10

front of you.  There are a number of interesting11

papers.  There is also information about operating12

events and inside NRC articles and fact sheets.13

With that, if there are not any comments14

from members of the Committee, then I will move on to15

the license renewal application for the Robinson steam16

electric plant, Unit 2.  And Mr. Leitch will take us17

through that presentation.18

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr.19

Bonaca.20

4) LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION FOR THE21

H. B. ROBINSON STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT 222

4.1)  REMARKS BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN23

MEMBER LEITCH:  We are here today to hear24

presentations from the staff and the licensee25
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regarding the license renewal application for the1

H. B. Robinson steam electric plant, Unit 2.2

It is a 2,339-megawatt thermal3

Westinghouse three-loop pressurized water reactor.  It4

shares a site with an older fossil unit, hence the5

name Unit 2 because the fossil unit is called Unit 1.6

So this is the only nuclear unit on that site and7

sometimes is also referred to as Robinson nuclear8

plant.9

We did have a subcommittee meeting, as you10

recall.  Many of you attended that subcommittee11

meeting on September 30th of 2003.  At the time of12

that subcommittee, we reviewed the draft safety13

evaluation report.  At that point, there were two open14

items and a number of confirmatory items.15

We heard tentative plans for the closure16

of those items at the subcommittee meeting, but formal17

closure had yet to be achieved.  In the meantime, we18

are going to hear today about the formal closure of19

those items and both those open items and confirmatory20

items.21

So, with those words of introduction, I22

will turn it over to P. T. Kuo, who will lead us23

through this presentation.  P. T.?24

MR. KUO:  Yes.  Thank you, Dr. Leitch, and25
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good morning.1

4.2)  BRIEFING BY AND DISCUSSIONS WITH2

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE NRC STAFF AND3

CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT4

MR. KUO:  My name is P. T. Kuo, the5

Program Director for the License Renewal and6

Environmental Impacts Program.  On my right is Dr.7

Sampson Lee, who is the Section Chief of the License8

Renewal Section A.  And on my far right is S. K.9

Mitra, who is the Project Manager for the Safety10

Evaluation of H. B. Robinson project.11

S. K. Mitra will be making the staff12

presentation today with assistance from the tech13

staff, the tech staff from the Division of14

Engineering, Division of System Safety and Analysis,15

and the Inspection Program.16

We also have the original inspector,17

Caudle Julian, joining us on the telephone line in18

case you may have any questions about the inspections19

conducted throughout the review time.20

With that, I would like to turn it over21

the presentation first to the applicant, and then the22

staff presentation will follow.  If there are any23

questions, I will be glad to answer at this time.24

MR. STEWART:  Good morning.  I'm Roger25
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Stewart, and I'm going to talk to you about the1

Robinson license renewal.2

I would like to start by introducing you3

a little bit to the Robinson plant.  As Dr. Leitch4

indicated, it is also known as Unit 1.  This is the5

Unit 1 plant.  Unit 2 is the nuclear plant.6

Robinson has some unique features about7

it.  One feature that is particularly unique is our8

containment.  Our containment has grouted timmets.  So9

we do not have timmet galleries that is typical of the10

other applications you review.11

Another feature on our containment is the12

containment liner is insulated on the inside.  And13

that is part of our licensing basis to limit the heat14

transfer during a postulated design basis accident.15

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  What is this16

insulation made of?17

MR. STEWART:  It's some version of a poly18

plastic.  I don't remember the exact composition.19

It's attached.  We have a steel liner inside the20

containment.  It's attached to the steel liner.21

There's a stainless steel sheeting on the outside of22

it.23

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  So it is covered24

with the sheeting?25
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MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.1

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  It is not exposed?2

MR. STEWART:  And it basically covers the3

cylindrical portion of the containment.  The element4

does not insulate itself.  It does have a stainless5

steel sheeting.6

One other feature that is somewhat unique7

on Robinson, not totally unique, is all of our8

emergency power supplies 480-volt versus your typical9

4,160.  We also have a dedicated shutdown diesel right10

here.  This is in addition to two emergency diesels.11

As you can see with the units here, here12

is the security fit.  So Unit 1 is right adjacent.13

There are some slight shared facilities, which we14

discussed in the subcommittees.  So I won't go over15

those again.16

MEMBER ROSEN:  That dedicated shutdown17

diesel is just sitting on a pad out there?  They're18

building around it?19

MR. STEWART:  Actually, if you can20

envision, it was brought in as a railroad car.  It is21

basically a skid unit, self-contained.  And there is22

a building around it.  It is sitting on the pad.  But23

basically we took the wheels off of it and permanently24

attached it.25
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MEMBER ROSEN:  You say it is in a1

building, but you show --2

MR. STEWART:  I'm sorry.  It's right here.3

You can see the exhaust stack.  It is a shelter, if4

you will.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  But it's not a concrete or6

any other kind of building?7

MR. STEWART:  No, sir, it is not.  It's8

right here.9

Other questions?10

(No response.)11

MR. STEWART:  Okay.  I've covered the12

unique features.  What I would like to do next is talk13

about what we have done in terms of major equipment,14

replacements, or upgrade.  Within the past 20 years,15

we have replaced the steam generators.16

Those were replaced in 1984.  And to our17

last outage, which was November of 2002, we have 1918

tubes plugged.  We have no active degradation19

mechanisms.  So we have had good results with our20

replacement steam generators.21

MEMBER ROSEN:  What is the material of22

construction of the tubes?23

MR. STEWART:  It's thermally annealed 690.24

I thought it was 690, but it's thermally annealed25
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inconel.  Do you remember?  Six hundred?  Thermally1

treated, yes, sir.2

We have done some extensive replacement of3

the service water piping.  First, we replaced all of4

the service water piping inside containment.  We did5

that in 1988.  And then on the discharge and inlet6

side of containment, we replaced that in 1990.7

And we also replaced underground supply8

headers.  We have a north header and a south header.9

And we replaced the north header in 1999.  We had done10

some construction work.  We added a rad waste11

building.  And during the construction work, they had12

excavated close to the pipe.  It had damaged the13

coating.  So we were having some problems with14

pinhole-type leaks.  So we ended up replacing that15

header.16

On the turbine rotor, we replaced it.  We17

did the low-pressure portion of the turbine in 1987.18

And then in 2002, we replaced the high-pressure19

portion.  The high pressure was replaced as part of20

the power uprate here that we did in 2002.  This was21

an Appendix K power uprate, and we raised the output22

by approximately two percent.  We have no current23

plans for any additional power uprates on Robinson.24

MEMBER LEITCH:  Was the service water25
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piping replaced in kind?1

MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  What we had is2

when we did the steam generator replacement in 1984,3

we learned what not to do in later practices.  And we4

had a problem with microbiological induced corrosion.5

Ours was very specific.  We had stainless steel pipe.6

And the mic that we had attacked the7

heat-effective zone of the weld.  It didn't do the8

weld.  It didn't do the pipe.  It took the9

heat-effective zone.  And we replaced it with AL6X,10

which we have had very good luck with so far.11

MEMBER LEITCH:  Thank you.12

MR. STEWART:  In terms of ongoing or13

planned replacement, we're still completing our14

security upgrades.  We will have those completed this15

year.16

We have a replacement head on order.  In17

fact, it is in fabrication now.  They have finished18

the rough machining.  And we expect to install that in19

refueling outage 23, which will be Fall of 2005.20

When we talked to you on the subcommittee,21

we had a relief request related to the head22

inspection.  We have since withdrawn that request.23

And we will conduct full inspection in this upcoming24

refueling outage.25
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We are also expanding our dry fuel1

storage.  That project has just started basically this2

year.  And we are expecting to load the first module3

on that in the third quarter of 2005.4

MEMBER LEITCH:  When you say you are5

"expanding" it, is there dry fuel storage on site now?6

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.  In fact, we7

signed out an application for renewal of that facility8

last week.  Its license expires 2005 or --9

MR. CLEMENTS:  Two thousand six.10

MR. STEWART:  Two thousand six.  So we11

just submitted a renewal for that one.  We are also12

looking to do some work on our generator and excitor13

and refurbish those.  And that is planned toward14

refueling outage 24, which would be in 2004.  Those15

are the major projects that we have.16

I would like to go over a little bit of17

the operating experience.  In 2003, Robinson had a18

very good year.  Our capacity factor was 103.5419

percent with power uprate.  It was basically a record20

generation year for Robinson.  We did have a refueling21

outage that year.  And basically this morning we have22

a continuous run of 465 days.23

One thing I will point out to you is in24

2003, our exposure -- and this is the total dose for25
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operating the plant for the year -- was 4.8 REM for1

the year.  To go along with that, we had 25 zero-dose2

days in 2003.  And we have had four so far in 2004.3

When I checked with RFC Tuesday, we had4

one step-off pad in the plant.  That is in the hot5

machine shop to support some work on some contaminated6

equipment we're doing outside of the power block.7

MEMBER LEITCH:  I am a little confused by8

the capacity factors greater than 100.  Is that on the9

basis of power uprate?  In other words, that is on the10

original basis?11

MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  If you go back to12

this year, this was a non-outage year.  The capacity13

factor is based on a theoretical maximum when we look14

at our cooling temperature, what we expect for highest15

cooling temperature.16

So if you go into some of the hotter days17

and stuff, it drops down a bit because we have a lake.18

And Unit 1 and Unit 2 share the lack.  So our lack19

temperatures tend to go up in the summer, and the20

factors go down.21

So if we have relatively minor weather, we22

can get a better vacuum.  We can get a better capacity23

factor.24

MEMBER LEITCH:  But, now, you did uprate,25
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did you not, based on improved feedwater?1

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir, we did.  We2

changed the MBC of the plant based on the power3

uprate.4

MEMBER LEITCH:  Now, there are some people5

beginning to experience problems with that ultrasonic6

flow measurement.  There have been some recent reports7

about a couple of plants that suspect that they have8

been overpowered for some period of time.  Are you9

familiar with that experience?10

MR. STEWART:  I am not familiar with that.11

We have had problems with ours on the welds and12

leaking at some of the sensors.  In fact, we are doing13

a repair this outage to correct some of those welds.14

We have had some problems with it15

leakage-wise, but what happens whenever we get the16

leak, it will tend to shut that down.  It drives it to17

conservative mode.  So we haven't seen as much power18

in all cases as we could because we have had to drop19

down a couple of percent based on problems with it,20

but we haven't seen anything calametric-wise that21

would drive it there.22

MEMBER LEITCH:  I am just surprised that23

you are getting numbers as high as 103.5 percent.  You24

know, 101 perhaps wouldn't surprise me, but 103 is.25
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MR. CLEMENTS:  Those are really based on1

historical MBC, which is substantially less than the2

plant is allowed.  And it is based on electric3

generation obviously and not thermal generation.  So4

the plant is just basically running and better5

maintained than it originally was.6

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  Thank you.7

MR. STEWART:  In 2004, we have a refueling8

outage coming up.  It basically starts.  It is planned9

for April 20th.  The current plan has that as a 28-day10

outage.  If you look at it, basically the plant's11

operated very well.  We have had minimal time offline.12

And all the NRC performance indicators are green on13

the plant.14

When Region II did their inspections, they15

looked at our boric acid corrosion program.  They had16

made a couple of comments and expressed some concerns.17

The subcommittee asked us to follow up and explain18

what we have done with the boric acid program.  We had19

plans for work when we talked in September.20

Since September, we have implemented a21

corporate boric acid control program that is basically22

in effect for all three of our PWRs.  It has got some23

specific guidance that requires all plant personnel24

recognize borated system leakage, understand its25
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significance, and initiate corrective action when they1

detect the residue.  That goes further to point out so2

that everyone understands that carbon and low-alloy3

steel components are exposed to boric acid components4

shall be carefully cleaned and inspected.5

To go along with that, we have a Robinson6

plant-specific procedure that is a system walk-down7

procedure.  We have since revised it to include8

similar statements that basically ask if any of the9

system engineers see any boric acid anywhere in the10

plant during their walk-down.  So they basically11

initiate the work request or condition report that it12

get taken care of.13

The concern, as I recall it, from Region14

II's aspect is the only mention of boric acid in this15

system walk-down procedure was mentioned as a16

potential radiological hazard.  So we have since17

changed that.18

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  This statement is19

somewhat inconsistent with the previous slide that you20

had.21

MR. STEWART:  I'm sorry?22

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  This statement is23

somewhat inconsistent with the previous slide that you24

had if you are going to show it.  Go back one slide?25
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It says, "If carbon and non-alloy steel components are1

exposed to boric acid, the components shall be2

inspected."3

It seems to me that if you detect boric4

acid, you have a leak out there somewhere.  I think5

that you may want to inspect the component, but you6

should have an action to -- well, you do have an7

action in the next statement to evaluate the8

conditions.  So I am just trying to understand why you9

yourself do carbon and non-alloy steel components.10

MR. STEWART:  We also have a requirement11

to look for leakage, but the main thing we wanted to12

do is make sure that people were a little more tuned13

in.  If you see boric acid, you need to do something14

with it.15

It is part of the standard procedure when16

we go in and we are doing a cleanup.  They try to find17

the source of the leak as well as clean up after it.18

That has typically been standard practice for a while.19

It just was not really documented in the procedures.20

For Robinson license renewal, we credited21

47 programs.  Of those 47 programs, 10 were existing22

programs and required no changes.  That leaves 3723

commitments for 27 enhancements in 2 new programs.24

All of these commitments have been entered into the25
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Robinson commitment tracking system.1

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  When does your2

current license expire?3

MR. STEWART:  It expires July 31st, 2010.4

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  Thank you.5

MR. STEWART:  And what we plan to do with6

these commitments, if you will recall, the follow-up,7

the third inspection that Region II did, they came8

back and looked at the commitments in our commitment9

track.  We have a transition plan in place that10

basically plans on moving these commitments from the11

license renewal organization to the plant organization12

if we don't have it implemented.13

Where we stand on that relative to these14

37 commitments as of today, a lot of them have already15

been implemented.  We have made the enhancements to16

the procedures, and we have already done them.  Eleven17

of them have been transitioned to the plant18

organization.  They are actually in.  They haven't so19

far belonged to the engineering group on site.20

At Robinson, the way we do the commitments21

is the Robinson supervisor of licensing regulatory22

programs has overall responsibility for management of23

the commitment tracking.  So the commitments may be24

assigned to individual organizations to implement, but25
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one person is in charge of all tracking.  So that if1

the NRC or anybody comes in and wants to know what is2

the status of the commitments, they go to that person3

in regulatory affairs so that they can run it down for4

them.5

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  When you do implement6

the enhancement, does the enhancement go into effect7

shortly after some date or are you waiting for 2010 to8

have that go into effect?  How do you manage that9

transition?10

MR. STEWART:  For the items that we have11

implemented, if they are implemented, they are12

currently in there.  Some of the things that we have13

implemented, we did a lot of stuff in our system14

walk-down procedure.15

And to give you an example, we brought in16

a look at some of the cable tray and conduit, just17

routine inspection stuff.  The way we state it in the18

procedure is there is a requirement now that that is19

done.  And we require that a baseline be completed, a20

baseline inspection, walk-down of that cable tray and21

conduit, prior to the period of extended operation;22

i.e., 2010.  Then thereafter, it is on a ten-year23

frequency.24

So that is the way we implement it.  We25
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put it in place.  And if it is something that you need1

some time to get done, typically we will spot a2

timeline.  But the requirement is there so they can3

begin with it.4

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So you do have the time?5

I mean, you have the length of time where you are6

stepping up to the commitments of the licensing?7

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.8

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So you are not really9

getting into individual commitments in a phased way?10

I mean, you just --11

MR. STEWART:  A lot of the commitments we12

went ahead and put in place because they are that13

intrusive.14

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So you do have a phase.15

Let me ask you a question about Alloy 600 program.16

Okay?  At some point you are going to institute an17

Alloy 600 program.18

The actions of that Alloy 600 are going to19

be important for this current period of license20

preparation, which was the intent.  So I would expect21

that some of those activities listed would be already22

into effect before 2010.23

MR. STEWART:  With regards to Alloy 600,24

we have some of our engineers following what EPRI and25
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MRP are doing in negotiations with the NRC.  We are1

following their efforts and aware of what is going on,2

but we haven't implemented anything yet.3

The way our Alloy 600 program works, this4

is not one that we have either implemented or5

transitioned, but we will put that in place prior to6

the period of extended operation.7

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.8

MEMBER LEITCH:  I think you told us at the9

subcommittee meeting that your intention was to have10

18 of these programs in place by the middle of 2004.11

MR. STEWART:  Correct.12

MEMBER LEITCH:  Is that still your hope?13

MR. STEWART:  I think going back and14

forth, it might be 17 now, but that is about the right15

number.  Our main intent is right now all of the16

commitments were initially assigned to license17

renewal.  And we want to either get them implemented18

or put them back into the plant organization.19

That 18/19 split was first as we work them20

out shifted back and forth.  But I think it is one21

different than we said in September.22

MEMBER LEITCH:  Thank you.23

MR. STEWART:  Now, what happens with the24

commitments is typically these will go in a program25
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document.  We will identify those as a commitment.  We1

flag them as a commitment and indicate, for example,2

that it belongs to the boric acid control program or3

Alloy 600 program.  We don't have a procedure to do4

that, but we will flag whatever the program is that is5

associated with it.  What we expect to do then is6

control the changes by the 50.590 process.7

Along with that, what we will do -- and we8

have taken some steps, but we haven't finished yet in9

terms of the configuration control process -- is we10

will incorporate guidance to ensure that the11

requirements of 54.37(b) are met.12

The way we are going to support this is13

some license renewal training.  Some phases of that14

have been conducted on site already.  We expect to do15

one more round of that by October 2004.16

MEMBER LEITCH:  Who are the recipients of17

that training?18

MR. STEWART:  To date it has been19

primarily engineering.  Engineering is the owner of20

most of these commitments.  I think there might be one21

or two that will go over to chemistry, but that is22

primarily engineering.23

MEMBER LEITCH:  Do you see any impact on24

operator training as a result of license renewal?25
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MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  What we have got1

is we have got a configuration control process so that2

if we are doing something with ops procedures, we will3

be looking at those just to see if they are doing4

something where they are changing, say, a moat from a5

standby to normal operating or something that might6

impact something.  We will look at that for license7

renewal, but we will cover that in some of the8

screening criteria that we put in when they do their9

procedure changes.10

We also plan on creating a license renewal11

design basis-type document or equivalent.  That will12

be done this summer.  As I stated, we have got a13

refueling outage this April.  So on the schedule we14

are on, we expect to see the renewed license in April.15

So with this UFSCR update that we do six16

months following the refueling outage, we will have17

the UFSCR supplement in place.  This will be the18

chapter 18 in our UFSCR.  And basically it will be the19

Appendix A of the license renewal application as we20

have modified it with responses to RAIs.21

That is the last of my presentation.  Any22

questions?23

MEMBER LEITCH:  Just I would continue.  It24

is not really part of license renewal, but I am a25
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little concerned about the power level on the unit1

when I see that year to date, you are almost 1062

percent.  It just seems to me to be awfully high and3

gives me a little cause for concern.4

I would just ask you to take it back to5

the plant folks if they are familiar with it -- I6

think it is Byron and Dave who would have -- get them7

to find out now --8

MR. STEWART:  About the calametrics?9

MEMBER LEITCH:  They have been overpowered10

for several years.  I am not sure whether your system11

is the same as theirs or not, but it would be just12

something to take a look at.  As I say, it is not a13

license renewal issue at all.  It is just something14

that gives me a little bit of question.15

MR. STEWART:  I will carry that back.  And16

I know when we installed the ultrasonics that we did17

quite a bit of calametric testing to match it.  And I18

am not totally familiar with it, but I believe, at19

least in each cycle, we would come back and do similar20

calametrics and do a baseline.  So we do check it with21

--22

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  Is there a PRA for23

the plant?24

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir, there is a PRA.25
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MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  And what is the core1

damage frequency?  Do you remember?2

MR. STEWART:  I do not.  Do either one of3

you?  I am sorry, sir.  I can get that information4

back to you.5

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  Are you participating6

in any of the risk-informed initiatives?  Have you7

requested any changes in your licensing basis?8

MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  We have not.  We9

have looked a couple of times at the risk-based ISI10

and have concluded that there is no particular11

advantage for us.  We can't see the benefit of trying12

to do that.  We haven't looked at it.  We haven't13

proceeded with any of that to change any of the14

licensing basis.15

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  Are you doing online16

maintenance?17

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.  Now, we do online18

maintenance, and we do a risk matrix based on our19

online maintenance.  Occasionally when you get a20

merging item, I will see them shift it around just to21

lower the risk.  So we do use the risk matrix online22

maintenance.23

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  I thought everyone24

was doing that risk-informed ISI.  That's not true?25
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MEMBER ROSEN:  No.  It's about two-thirds.1

A lot of them are but not everyone.2

MEMBER SIEBER:  It seems to me that the3

idea of going to a risk-informed ISI is to gain a4

financial advantage but to be able to inspect the most5

important response to this plan.  And so if you6

approach risk-informed ISI or a lot of other7

risk-informed initiatives, the thought ought to be8

that what we are trying to do is improve the safety of9

the plant, as opposed to getting out of additional10

work.11

MEMBER ROSEN:  Yes, to reduce dose as12

well.13

MEMBER SIEBER:  Right.14

MR. STEWART:  And to proceed with15

risk-based ISI, it is a bit of working stuff on the16

front end.  We still need to go through the review17

cycle.  At Robinson, they have looked at it and have18

not seen it particularly finish officially for the19

effort involved to try to do it.20

MEMBER ROSEN:  Well, notwithstanding the21

fact that your doses are very low, but there were22

years in which you didn't have an outage.  And when23

you have outages, you will be in doing inspections.24

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.25
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MEMBER ROSEN:  And some of the things you1

will be inspecting may yield to risk-informed2

in-service inspection technology in the sense that you3

might not have to do them as frequently for the4

low-risk significant welds.  That is something that if5

you are really interested in pressing on the6

accumulated dose to your personnel you might look at.7

MEMBER SIEBER:  Is your PRA a living PRA8

or --9

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.10

MEMBER SIEBER:  Was it just done to11

satisfy the generic letter?12

MR. STEWART:  No.  It is a living PRA and13

--14

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  But is it being used15

anywhere?16

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.  We use it.  We17

use it for a number of studies.  We use it to help us18

with the online maintenance that you were talking19

about.  And a lot of times when we start looking at20

modifications or whatever to the plant, we will look21

at it in terms of how it reduces some of the risk.22

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  This plant must have23

been an SEP plant, systematic evaluation plant?24

MEMBER SIEBER:  It is pretty old.25
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CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.1

MR. STEWART:  I am not familiar.2

PARTICIPANT:  The answer is yes.3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.4

MR. STEWART:  I do know that the plant is5

old enough it is basically a pre-GDC plant.6

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  How is your system7

configured on this plant?  Do you have --8

MR. STEWART:  We have two motor-driven9

pumps and one steam-driven pump.10

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  If everything is housed11

in this building that you showed in the picture, if12

you could put it up?13

MR. STEWART:  The steam-driven pump in the14

turbine building.15

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.16

MR. STEWART:  The turbine building is17

right here.  And it is open.  If you could go back in18

the first four here?  Back on this slide as the19

steam-driven pump.  Now, the motor-driven pumps are20

actually also from the turbine building, but they are21

enclosed.  They are in a separate walled area back22

here on the first --23

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Is the turbine building24

pump protected there by walls or something?25
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MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  It is pretty open.1

I mean, the main feed pumps are right here.  And it is2

probably within 30 feet of those.3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So your extent of the4

events PRA must be pretty high contributors?5

MR. STEWART:  I'm sorry?  I didn't catch6

the question.7

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I was commenting that8

probably your extent of the event PRA contribution to9

this is pretty high.  I mean, if --10

MR. STEWART:  Yes.  If you look at the11

condensate storage tank right here, if you go to some12

of the later plants, I mean, Harris plant, for13

example, it is closed in a separate building with14

concrete.15

This is the condensate storage tank right16

here.  If you go in the plant, the reactor auxiliary17

building is wrapped around the containment here.  This18

is the fuel-handling building back behind here.19

MEMBER SIEBER:  Where is the spent fuel20

storage area?21

MR. STEWART:  Right there.  Now, if you22

come off this picture, we have got dry fuel modules23

back up this way, the inside protected area, but right24

here is the --25
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MEMBER SIEBER:  That is the wet pool?1

MR. STEWART:  That is the wet pool.  And2

this crane here is to date, we have been using3

railroad shipments and taking spent fuel to our Harris4

plant.  This is how we handle the casks, with this5

crane right here.6

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Have you experienced any7

hurricanes or tornadoes on the site, high winds?8

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.  We have one in9

November 2002.  I remember it because I had a new10

pickup truck, and I got it repainted.11

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Did it have any major12

impact on the plant?13

MR. STEWART:  No, sir.  In fact, that14

particular tornado, we were shut down for an outage.15

If you can imagine with an outage, you bring in all16

sorts of stuff.  It actually hit on site, turned over17

some vehicles, blew some stuff around.  But18

considering we were already shut down when it came19

through, it was surprising how little it actually20

damaged inside the plant, even though we had all of21

the extra trailers and equipment in to support the22

outage.23

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  If there are no24

other questions, we will proceed with the staff's25
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presentation now if that okay.1

MR. STEWART:  Yes, sir.2

MEMBER LEITCH:  S. K. Mitra will be making3

the staff presentation.4

MR. STEWART:  Thank you.5

MR. KUO:  And also I would like to inform6

the Committee that we just had Frank Gillespie, the7

Deputy Division Director, join us.  I am sure he will8

be glad to answer any questions that we have.9

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  We will have to10

think of a question that only he can answer.11

MR. MITRA:  Good morning.  My name is12

S. K. Mitra.  I am the lead Project Manager for the13

Robinson nuclear plant license renewal application.14

It is supposed to be Mr. Caudle Julian, inspector from15

Region II, is on the line, but I couldn't get him.  So16

there is some kind of glitch there.  But we will try17

to answer the inspection questions, if you have,18

ourselves.19

A little bit of background.  We received20

the application on June 14, 2002.  We had an ACRS21

subcommittee briefing on September 30, 2003 on draft22

SER with open items.23

Since then, on January 20, 2004, we issued24

the final SER.  And the staff concluded that the25
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applicant has met the requirements of license renewal1

by Part 54.  The current license is expiring on July2

31st, 2010.  And the request for renewal is for an3

additional 20 years.4

Three inspections and two audits were done5

during the review.  Just to make reference to what is6

the difference between the audits and the inspection,7

the audits are the ones which staff reviews, the8

documents at the site.  It is generally done by the9

NRR personnel.10

The inspections are the verification of11

accuracy of the implementation with regard to the12

aging management program.  It is generally done by the13

original staff.14

The first two, the scoping and screening15

methodology audit, which we did in September 2002, and16

the scoping and screening inspection, which is in 200317

during March and April.18

In the methodology, the staff audited and19

received the applicant methodology.  According to the20

scoping and screening inspection, the staff found that21

system structure and components are in the scope of22

licensing renewal as required by the rule.23

MEMBER ROSEN:  I guess at that point, I24

should ask the question about the steam generator feed25
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ring position.1

MR. MITRA:  We have a slide later on.2

MEMBER ROSEN:  I will hold it.3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I have a question, a4

general question, here.  Every time we review a5

license renewal, we see a significant amount of6

inspections taking place and reviews.  I understand7

that the focus, in fact, is going to move further to8

the site and everything else.9

When you go for an inspection, are you10

going simply with license renewal issues in mind or11

are you also looking for specific areas of the plant,12

either those that have experienced in the past some13

specific iteration?  I know you do that.14

And also for a plant like this with an SEP15

license kind of, you know, there are a number of16

commitments on the licensing bases which were17

different from the standard ones.  In some cases,18

there were other systems credited because you do not19

have a plant which was fully compliant with the SRP at20

the time.21

Are you looking in those areas we22

understand what the differences of the significance23

are to the license renewal issue, differences may be24

simply that the system is not fully pedigreed, yet is25
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used for an application on the licensing basis and1

then need special attention maybe that is not needed2

for other plants, where you have multiple trains and3

that kind of thing?4

MR. MITRA:  Most of the inspection is done5

by the region personnel.  They have pretty much6

familiarity with each plant in that region.  And they7

do their inspections other than licensing frequently.8

If there is any problem or any maintenance or any9

other issue, they are quite familiar.10

They are usually inspectors on site who do11

most of the inspection.  He does the walk-down during12

the inspection.  And they are quite familiar with what13

is the shape of the plant at that time.14

MR. KUO:  In general, the region does 10015

percent inspection for all systems.  For license16

renewal inspection, the commitment is made17

specifically to license renewal to be definitely part18

of the inspection.19

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  To me, issues like this20

would come into the scoping first.  I mean, we might21

have some systems that are not to the degree and, yet,22

they are committed.23

MR. KUO:  Yes.24

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  And for those, of25
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course, you want to have special attention.  And1

mostly it would be that issue.2

MR. GILLESPIE:  Certainly we are focused3

on the word "inspection."  There are two elements to4

the scoping.  Actually, there are three.  One is the5

inspection.  That is after the fact, if you would, in6

the timeline.7

The first one is actually the scoping8

audit on site, which is actually done out of9

headquarters.  It is our QA group, maintenance QA10

group, that goes up and does it.  They are actually11

looking at the process of how they went through, which12

systems they picked.13

And so there is that element.  Then the14

second element is DSSA is actually looking at, if you15

would, to simply, the prints with the crayon lines16

around it for the scoping.  So the one group that is17

going on site really has to go on site to answer those18

kinds of questions to evaluate the alternative systems19

in some of these older plants consistent with the20

broader scope of the rule itself.21

So you have got that group different from22

the inspection group with the maintenance QA people23

looking exactly at the question you are asking as an24

audit.  And then you have got the inspectors going out25
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several months later confirming if the licensee has1

done what they already said it was okay to do.2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  So what you are3

telling me is that the regional people really have the4

more focus on the equipment and the specifics and that5

should be reflected, in fact, in the application in6

the NRA.  And so as you verify the NRA commitments7

insofar as scoping, somebody has that SEP in mind and8

remembers that system X was committed to and it should9

be there, correct, that kind of knowledge?10

MR. KUO:  Right.  Like Frank said,11

actually, there are three groups of the NRC doing this12

particular scoping work.  That is our inspection13

program staff doing the methodology audit and the DSSS14

staff doing the result audit and then regional15

inspection.  So that is really welcome.16

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  Thank you.17

MEMBER LEITCH:  Some plants we see that18

there are only two inspections here.  There were19

three.  What significance is that third inspection?20

MR. MITRA:  We will come to that slide.21

Why we do it in the final inspection is because of the22

inspection, the aging management inspection.  We found23

that there is some concern regarding the tracking.24

And that's why we went back and did the third.25
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MEMBER LEITCH:  Third inspection.  Okay.1

MR. MITRA:  We did the aging management2

program audit.  NRR staff went there and did that3

during May 2003.  We have the audit report issued on4

August 3rd, 2003.  We audited all of the attributes of5

the AMP claimed to be consistent with GALL and6

concluded that most of the attributes are consistent.7

There are a few that we identified some8

differences.  We clarified with technical staff at the9

applicants' sites.  And they have revised their basis10

documents to be consistent with the GALL.11

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Everything is now12

consistent with GALL?13

MR. MITRA:  It is.  We have one AMP that14

we found that the applicant's cable-converted15

connector program lacked detail to conclude the16

consistency with GALL.  So we asked the applicant to17

submit it to our headquarter staff for review.  They18

did.  They revised it.  And the staff found it19

acceptable.20

MR. KUO:  If I may, I just want to say21

that Robinson is the first plant that we started22

having the staff team to go to the site to do the23

audit for the consistency with GALL because in the24

application itself, the applicant simply addressed25
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whether they were consistent with GALL or not without1

actually the supporting documentation.2

So the purpose of this audit is for the3

staff to go to the site to review the supporting4

documentation.5

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  And I think that is6

very important.  Now, we are going to see another7

application later in the day.8

MR. KUO:  Yes.9

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  And in that one, I10

think it turns out that everything is not consistent11

with GALL.  So the key question for me was, what did12

you folks do about those parts which were not13

consistent with GALL?  We will get to that later in14

the day.15

MR. KUO:  Yes.16

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  So two questions.17

Are they consistent with GALL?  Check it.  What is it?18

And then what do you do with the ones which are not19

consistent?20

MR. KUO:  We will explain that later.21

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Okay.  Thank you.22

MR. KUO:  Thank you.23

MEMBER LEITCH:  P. T., while we are on24

that point, perhaps you could refresh my memory.  I25
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think it is Farley, is it, that you are going to move1

even more of your activities to the site?2

MR. KUO:  Correct, correct.3

MEMBER LEITCH:  Has that occurred yet?4

MR. KUO:  Yes, that has occurred.  Our5

staff team performed the audit at Farley.  They6

actually wrote the audit report and wrote the draft7

SER based on their audit.8

MEMBER LEITCH:  So it is still probably9

six months or so at the subcommittee level until we10

see the results of that?11

MR. KUO:  That is correct.12

MEMBER LEITCH:  But could you make a13

comment?  We are a little off the topic here, but did14

you find that process to be successful?15

MR. KUO:  Yes, sir, to the best of my16

knowledge.  And then the feedback that I got from the17

applicants, it looks like the process really works.18

How efficient, how effective, we haven't been able to19

assess yet, but just based on the general observation20

from the feedback from the applicants, it looks like21

the process works well.22

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  Thank you.23

MR. MITRA:  We have done the aging24

management inspection at the original inspection25
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period, in June 2003.  And, as I said, the inspector1

observed that the applicant had not yet established2

adequate tracking items in the plant action request3

database to assure the future task base to support4

license renewal.5

So the inspection report was issued on6

July 31st, 2003.  And, to answer your question, we7

went back for further inspections to verify that its8

tracking system is in place.  That is the third9

inspection.10

We went back on September.  By that time,11

applicant had loaded its attempts to establish a site12

action request tracking system and before we went13

through the tracking system, how they did it.  Also we14

found that there is a transition plan for completion15

of licensing projects.  They have established that.16

And the inspection report was issued on September 9,17

2003.18

Now we will go to open items.  We had 219

open items and 30 confirmatory items.  All of them are20

resolved right now.  As a matter of fact, when we21

briefed the subcommittee on September 30th, all of22

them were resolved, but we didn't get the response23

from the applicant on the open item information.24

So we will just discuss a couple of open25
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items that we had at that time.  The first one is that1

staff identified the degradation of feed rings, which2

is a non-safety-related item, but it is surrounded by3

the safety-related items.  The DNRs or the DNR weld4

could produce root spark inside the steam generator5

shell and may damage safety-related components,6

especially during the transient.7

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Is this a generic8

concern with this kind of steam generator?9

MR. MITRA:  I think it has generated10

concern.11

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So this is something for12

which there have been commitments already on the part13

of other applicants?  I remember that.14

MR. MITRA:  Yes.15

MEMBER ROSEN:  So what puzzles me about16

this -- and this is why I brought it up earlier -- is17

that it seems to me there was a lot of sound and fury18

here without much significance because this is a19

matter that should have been obvious to everybody.20

I wonder, rather than going through this21

again and again, maybe, P. T. and Frank, if you might22

think about ISG, interim staff guidance, or something23

that would clarify this to licensees and the staff so24

we could get on to more substantive matters earlier if25
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they exist.1

MR. KUO:  We will see if this is a2

subject.3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.  And either item4

can be based, and that will be pumps.  They keep5

coming back up.  It should be clear by now that they6

have to be in the scope of license to do it.7

MR. KUO:  Thank you very much.  Good8

suggestion.9

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  This comes up with10

the next license, too, doesn't it, the business about11

in-vessel components and all of that?  The same issue12

comes up again?13

MR. KUO:  Right.14

MR. MITRA:  By the way, the pump was in15

scope from the beginning.16

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.  I'm not referring17

to this application.  It just routinely comes up as an18

item that I think, in fact, was not in the original19

and didn't come to us as an other item.  I know that20

there was a debate between the applicant and the NRC.21

So since it come back a number of times, I think it is22

an appropriate candidate.23

MR. MITRA:  The other work item is that24

Lake Robinson had a dam failure and depletion of25
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condenser storage tank in rendering the failure of1

deep well pump, which caused failure of separation of2

the auxiliary feedwater system to prevent the residual3

heat removal.  That is the main condition.4

As a result of staff finding the deep well5

pumps, associated piping, and it was according to6

scope, the open item would result.7

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  So their ultimate8

heat sink has forward tendencies?  It has a lake and9

three deep wells?  There are three separate wells10

essentially?11

MR. MITRA:  Yes.12

MR. STEWART:  The heat sink is consistent13

with the lake only.  We have deep well pumps that we14

use as a backup source.  The preferred source15

obviously is a condensate storage tank.16

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Right.17

MR. STEWART:  And our safety-loaded backup18

is service water.  So we do have service water as a19

backup if we deplete inventory of the condensate20

storage tank.21

However, our main reservoir is not22

safety-related.  It has been seismically designed.  We23

do inspect it.  So that is why this item came up.  So24

deep well pumps are the backup in case we lose the25
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reservoir.1

MR. MITRA:  This is a TLA aging of2

boraflex.  I am just discussing this slide because the3

licensee has submitted an amendment to eliminate the4

credit of the boraflex panel from technical5

specification.6

When we had the presentation during the7

subcommittee, the staff was still reviewing this8

amendment.  Since then, the amendment has been9

approved and the document and the license amendment10

can be seen in amendment number 198 issued in December11

22nd, 2003.  It is also addressed in our ACR section12

4.614.13

Finally, we will go to reactor vessel14

integrated TLAs.  And we will have a couple of slides15

on that.  The first one is reactor vessel needle16

embrittlement.  The analysis of pressurized thermal17

shock is projected to end up with a period of extended18

operation.  And staff independently performed the19

calculations to verify that.  And it shows that20

Robinson numbers are well under the maximum limit.21

MEMBER ROSEN:  This is a very good22

presentation of data as well.  Thank you for clearing23

it up.  But it now raises the question, really, in my24

mind of an older vessel like this within all of this25
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margin.  What is it about this vessel that makes it1

come out so well?2

MR. CLEMENTS:  When the issue first came3

into effect, we immediately took action and went to4

first a low leakage loading pattern in the core.  And5

then since we have put in special part link shield6

assemblies in the regions of the critical welds that7

reduce the fluence by about a factor of ten.8

We did that in the early 1980s, when PTS9

first became an issue.  And we have maintained those10

assemblies in the vessel since.11

MEMBER ROSEN:  I think you are to be12

commended for that, for those actions.  Those are very13

proactive things to do.14

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.  Also I think the15

volumes in these early plants were sufficiently large16

and spent to the actual size of the core.  I think17

these kinds of plants, like 600, like the electric,18

you compare them to the modern four-loop with the19

ISBWRs, just about the same volumes.  And, yet, they20

have twice as much power density now.  So I think that21

is another component.  It is encouraging to see that22

there is this kind of margin.23

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  These independent24

calculations were not very sophisticated.  We were25
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just putting some numbers in a formula that is in Reg1

Guide 9 or whatever it is.2

MR. MITRA:  Jim?  There are a lot of3

details that go into it.4

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  There are lots of5

details?  Okay.  Do you have to look at the6

composition of the steel and that sort of thing?7

MR. MEDOFF:  I am Jim Medoff.  I am with8

the Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch of the9

Division of Engineering, NRR.  I was assigned the TLAs10

for neutron embrittlement.11

There are a lot of factors that go into12

the pressurized thermal shock assessments.  And the13

upper shelf is energy assessments.  They include14

surveillance data and their specific criteria of how15

we expect the licensees to incorporate this16

surveillance data into the calculations.  And17

sometimes that gets a little bit tricky.18

So it is not always quite as19

straightforward as you may think, but I think we have20

had enough discussions with the industry that they are21

conforming to the way we expect them to incorporate22

the surveillance data into the calculations.  So the23

data that you are seeing here should incorporate any24

relevant surveillance data.25
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VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  But they are your1

calculations that are reported?2

MR. MEDOFF:  But we have a database that3

has calculational methods that conform to regulatory4

guidance.5

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  These numbers here6

are the industry calculations?7

MR. MEDOFF:  No.  The numbers --8

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Are your9

calculations?10

MR. MEDOFF:  The numbers you are seeing11

here are the numbers that we independently calculated12

using the database.13

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  You independently14

calculated?  Okay.  What did they calculate?15

MR. MEDOFF:  I would have to go back to16

the SER and see.17

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Essentially the18

same thing?19

MR. MEDOFF:  I think the numbers compare20

pretty well between what they --21

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Presumably if you22

did the same thing, you would get the same answer.23

MR. MEDOFF:  Right.24

MEMBER SIEBER:  Presumably.25
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MR. MEDOFF:  Not always, not always.1

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  No.  I am very2

pleased you did independent calculation.  I am just3

trying to check what was the depth of them and how4

they compared because I think a lot of our job here is5

to assess how you went about checking things.6

MR. MEDOFF:  Typically what we do is we go7

pull the latest surveillance capsule reports for the8

plant.  We go look into the data, make sure that we9

have all of the data in the ARB.  And if it's not, we10

update the ARB.  And then we perform the calculations.11

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Thank you.12

MR. MITRA:  And we have data from reactor13

vessel upper shelf energy.  Again, the analysis14

predicted an extended operation, and staff began to15

perform independent calculation.  And, again, it shows16

the limit minimum made by the Robinson.17

MEMBER LEITCH:  Now here the limit is 5018

in all cases, but since the number came out to be19

below 50, you do an equivalent margins analysis.  Is20

that correct?  And based on that, I guess what I would21

say approved but more refined calculation, 42 is22

allowable.  Am I correctly --23

MR. MEDOFF:  Let me clarify this.  What24

the rule states is that the criteria for your25
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end-of-life upper shelf energy is 50.  If you don't1

meet that, you are required to do a fracture analysis2

to demonstrate equivalent margins to the ASME code.3

Now, Robinson was a plant that for some4

other place, they were below the requirements for5

upper shelf energy in the rule.  There are also some6

requirements for initial upper shelf energy.  So they7

had an enlargement analysis for their plate almost8

from day one.  And the value that got accepted in that9

equivalent margins analysis was down to 42-foot10

pounds.11

So when we did our analysis for the12

corresponding plate, we had to make sure that they13

remained above what was approved in the previous14

equivalent margins analysis.  Otherwise we would15

require them to come in with a more refined16

assessment.17

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  Thanks.18

MEMBER APOSTOLAKIS:  Can you give me a19

quick tutorial on what "equivalent margins" means or20

is that something that everybody knows?  What is an21

equivalent margin?22

MR. MEDOFF:  Well, the rule, the23

requirement is your upper shelf energies to24

demonstrate adequate futility of your shelf materials,25
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the rule requires 75-foot pounds before you have any1

irradiation and 50-foot pounds at the end of the2

current operating period.3

If you don't need either one of those, you4

have to do what they call an elastic plastic fracture5

analysis assessment to demonstrate the upper shelf6

energies.  Values that are listed here are really7

based on linear fracture mechanics assessments.8

If you can't meet them, what you do is you9

do another type of assessment, which is called an10

elastic plastic fracture mechanics assessment.  It11

postulates some use of plastic deformation at the12

crack tip.  And you do another analysis to figure out13

what is acceptable under those analyses in terms of14

the upper shelf and to see how far you can go down if15

you postulate some elasticity at the crack tip.  So16

that is what it gets into.17

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  George, when we get18

into PPS, it is a real zoo with all kinds of19

statistical stuff, data all over the place and all20

kinds of uncertainty analyses.21

MR. MEDOFF:  Just to give you some22

information, --23

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  It is pretty darned24

complicated.25
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MR. MEDOFF:  -- we have a regulatory1

guide, and the ASME code has an chapter that we follow2

for those types of analyses.3

VICE-CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  But these are all4

supposed to be conservative-type analysis.  If you5

really get into the statistics of crack growth and all6

of that, then it gets very complicated and subject to7

all kinds of uncertainties.8

MEMBER LEITCH:  Jim, did I understand you9

to say that this equivalent margins analysis was10

necessary almost from the get-go?11

MR. MEDOFF:  I think it may.  I will have12

to get back to you on that, but if I remember13

correctly, it was because they didn't meet the 75-foot14

pound initial energy.15

MEMBER LEITCH:  I see.  So they are not16

necessarily below 50 now.17

MR. MEDOFF:  It was to satisfy the18

initial.19

MEMBER LEITCH:  The initial 75, yes.20

Okay.21

MR. MEDOFF:  But I can double-check that22

for you if you would like.23

MEMBER LEITCH:  I don't need that24

information.  It was just a curiosity question.  Thank25
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you.1

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I have a more general2

question, just a curiosity about.  We talked about now3

we have plants that are coming in and are pretty much4

fully compliant with GALL insofar as the approaches5

they are taking.6

As we were looking here about7

configuration with these plants, we saw a plant here,8

a building that has all the safeguards, which is fully9

opened practically.  It's very different from others,10

which are more perfected.  And so there is a floor.11

I would expect that the fact that in some12

cases the inspectors and also the applicant would have13

consideration for special programs that are different14

from GALL.15

Now, I know there are enhancements to GALL16

that are required in some cases, but I think it is17

left to the inspectors to go and verify that this is,18

in fact, occurring.  What is the process by which that19

is done?20

I am trying to understand who makes this21

decision.  I mean, one may say, "Look, you know, this22

component is configured this way.  And we have a23

program for GALL, and it is inside.  And this other24

one doesn't have a program for GALL."25
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There are differences coming from the site1

configuration and building this on.  How are they2

arrived at?  How are they treated, I mean?3

MR. KUO:  If I may clarify a little bit,4

Dr. Bonaca?  Are you concerned about a security issue5

or are you --6

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  No, no.  I'm talking7

about, for example, here we started building.  You8

have a turbine-driven pump that is really exposed.9

MR. KUO:  Right.10

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So in other buildings,11

you have a turbine-driven pump that is sunk down in12

the bottom of the building and protected and all this13

kind of stuff.  There are differences there, even from14

an environmental standpoint.  I am sure that the15

program should reflect or may have to reflect those16

differences.17

I am trying to understand if you say you18

comply with GALL for both cases, does GALL, in fact,19

have consideration for environmental conditions for20

both?21

MR. KUO:  No.  The GALL only evaluates the22

program per se.  That is the aging management program.23

All the factors, I hope that was factored into the24

original design array.  In license renewal, in25
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support, we are doing it according to the current1

licensing basis.2

MR. GILLESPIE:  Mario, let me see if I can3

get directly to your question because this has come up4

on plants.  For example, we had certain precedents set5

with open buildings like that, Turkey Point and St.6

Lucie.  It really comes down to the definition in GALL7

of what is a benign environment.8

In general, even the exposed buildings9

have, for example, for stainless steel casings and10

piping, where you are looking at the external11

environment as one issue and the internal environment12

as another, the internal environment is still the13

same.  The external environment, it is how GALL deals14

with the word "benign" environment to dismiss it.15

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So we think the16

definition of the attributes that you are requesting,17

there is a consideration.18

MR. GILLESPIE:  Yes.  So you are going to19

see Turkey Point, St. Lucie, Robinson, which have this20

open design, have a heat range and a humidity range,21

which are basically open to the atmosphere.22

I am hoping now I am right.  In the23

definition of benign in GALL, it would be encompassing24

the heat and humidity ranges versus being in an25
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air-conditioned space, which would be kind of the1

optimum reverse?2

MR. KUO:  In the evaluation of GALL, it3

looks at the parameters that --4

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I remember Turkey Point,5

yes.6

MR. GILLESPIE:  So I think it is dealt7

with.  And we actually dealt with it specifically8

because those kinds of questions came up, particularly9

in some of the things we are doing now in looking back10

at past precedent to fold it into GALL and where we11

approved it in a more adverse environment and open12

environment.  But it is not addressed.  It has its own13

air-conditioned space and should be easy to14

incorporate into GALL.15

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  In fact, GALL in some16

cases has expectations for enhancements and stated in17

the SERs.18

MR. GILLESPIE:  Yes.19

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  Thank you.20

MR. MITRA:  Caudle?21

MR. JULIAN:  Yes?22

MR. MITRA:  Do you want to add anything on23

this issue?24

MR. JULIAN:  I would just add possibly a25
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reminder that although these plants have auxiliary1

feedwater systems that are exposed to the outside2

atmosphere, this has been looked at in the current3

licensing basis.4

Of course, one of the premises of license5

renewal is that the current licensing basis is6

adequate for the plant.  So we don't particularly go7

into unique aspects that have already been accepted by8

the NRC.9

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.  I mean, I asked10

the question because in this particular case, the11

environmental condition may be such that 20 more years12

puts a significant burden on that component just13

because it is exposed.  So that was the reason why I14

asked the question.15

Okay.  I've got the right answer.16

MR. MITRA:  That is all I have.17

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.  Any questions for18

S. K. or the NRC staff?19

(No response.)20

MR. MITRA:  Thank you.21

MEMBER LEITCH:  Anything else for CP&L?22

(No response.)23

MEMBER LEITCH:  Well, I want to thank CP&L24

and the staff for their concise presentation.  And25
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that will conclude this portion.  I'll turn it back to1

Dr. Bonaca.2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Thank you.  So are there3

any other comments or questions from members?4

(No response.)5

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  If none, I think we will6

recess now, take a break.  We are scheduled to come7

back at 10:15.8

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off9

the record at 9:44 a.m. and went back on10

the record at 10:14 a.m.)11

DR. BONACA:  The agenda is interim review12

of the AP1000 design.  I would like to point out13

before I move to this item that the first part of this14

meeting is open to the public.  At some point, there15

will proprietary information being shown by16

Westinghouse, and for that portion of the meeting, the17

meeting will be closed to the public.  And Dr. Kress18

is going to lead us with his good intention, and tell19

us when the time is for the transition from open to20

closed.21

DR. KRESS:  I sure will.  Thank you, Mr.22

Chairman.  Just a couple of comments before we get23

started.  Back on February 10th and 11th we had a24

Subcommittee Meeting focused primarily on resolution25
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of the thermohydraulic issue.  Most of the members1

were there, so today we're not just reviewing that2

part of the meeting.  This is more of a full3

certification review where we're going to talk about4

the open items, and any lingering thermohydraulic5

issues or any lingering issues at all.  And we do plan6

on having what we call an interim letter at this time.7

And I want to remind the members, the purpose of this8

interim letter would be to identify any lingering9

issues that we may have, for which we want more10

discussion and information before we can, I guess the11

word is bless the certification of the AP1000 design.12

So now is the time to bring up any of those that you13

want more information on and more discussion, because14

we're on a fairly fast track.  We're supposed to get15

the SER in September of this year.  At that time,16

we'll probably write a final letter, so that's all I17

wanted to remind the members of before we get started.18

So with that, I'll turn it over to BB I guess the19

Staff is going to start us off.20

MR. SEGALA:  I'm John Segala.  I'm the21

Senior Project Manager for AP1000 design22

certification, and the purpose of my presentation23

today is to provide a status of the Staff's review, to24

discuss major schedule milestones, and to provide an25
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overview of the remaining draft safety evaluation1

report open items.2

To give you up front what our conclusion3

is, is we're on schedule to issue the final SER on4

September 13th, 2004, which was our original schedule.5

If you look at where we are right now, we6

received BB we completed our pre-application review in7

March of `02.  Westinghouse submitted their design8

certification application on March 28th, 2002.  NRC9

accepted their application for docketing on June 25th,10

and we issued our draft safety evaluation report on11

June 16th, 2003 with 174 open items.  And our review12

is progressing nicely, and I'll talk some BB 13

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Why does it take so long14

between the submission and the acceptance of the15

application?  Is anything happening during that time?16

MR. SEGALA:  We have to review the17

application to make sure that it's a quality18

application, and there's usually some iteration19

involved where the staff will look at the document and20

make sure that it's a good submittal.21

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Good in the sense that22

it BB 23

MR. SEGALA:  It has all the necessary24

information we need to do a review.  And keep in mind,25
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the design control document is a very large document,1

multiple volumes that we have to review.2

The schedule milestones, I have the March3

31st, 2004 is our next milestone.  We sent a letter to4

Westinghouse laying out our milestones, and this one5

is that we wanted all open items successfully resolved6

by March 31st.  And the next milestone you see there7

is in red.  The reason why I have those BB 8

DR. LEITCH:  You said something a little9

different than the slide indicates.  You said resolved10

by March 31st, or that you have responses from11

Westinghouse by March 31st?12

MR. SEGALA:  Acceptable responses.13

DR. LEITCH:  Okay.  So by March 31st you14

will have not only received the responses, but15

determined that they're acceptable.16

MR. SEGALA:  That's right.17

DR. LEITCH:  Okay.  Thank you.18

MR. SEGALA:  The scheduled milestones I19

have in red are highlighted because that's really what20

our critical path is in terms of we BB because of our21

September 13th final SER date, we're having the Full22

Committee Meeting on July 7th through 9th.23

DR. KRESS:  That's when you expect our24

final letter, I think, isn't it?25
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MR. SEGALA:  Yes.  And the June 25th date1

is we want to have our final future Plant Subcommittee2

Meeting in June, and we need to provide you a no open3

item final safety evaluation report with our branch4

chief concurrence a month before that, so that's when5

you'll be receiving our final version of the FSER.  It6

still will need OGC review at that point.  We'll have7

lot of OGC review at that point, but not all of it.8

May 31st is a date that we had a milestone9

for the final design control document revision to come10

in, so that would be the final version that has all11

the changes that we need to do a review.12

The next slide here is laying out the BB13

it has a chart on there of how we resolved open items14

over time, and it just shows you a depiction of how we15

BB red is the open items and how they've gotten16

resolved over time.  We have ten remaining open items,17

and I'll discuss that in some future slides here.  And18

there was 174 total, so we have 164 where we have19

technical resolution on.20

Two of our ten open items are on security.21

Our security review, we've done a review and we had22

Westinghouse create a new COO action item that23

deferred the security plan to the COO applicant.  And24

the staff is currently right now reviewing the ITAAC25
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related to security, and we hope to get that wrapped1

up soon.2

DR. KRESS:  Now we have excluded security3

issues from their review.4

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.  I'm just letting you5

know what all of our issues are, so that it's clear to6

you what we have left to resolve.7

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  So is security an issue8

or not?9

MR. SEGALA:  It's a remaining open item.10

I don't see it as a significant issue.11

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Now what exactly does it12

BB this is a opening meeting, but is this the first13

time we're dealing with security in a certification14

process?  I don't remember doing that.15

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.16

DR. KRESS:  It's not exactly the first17

time because there are regulations on the book that18

the Staff reviews to see if they followed them with19

respect to security.20

DR. POWERS:  Dr. Apostolakis, you'll21

recall for the AP600 that, in fact, we ran into a22

problem where the security was interfering in the fire23

protection.24

DR. KRESS:  Right.  But we never brought25
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it into our reviews since the new security up-rates I1

call them have been put in place.  I don't know2

whether it's in there.  I just don't think it's part3

of our purview to do that.  There's a separate process4

that goes on that normally we're not too involved in.5

DR. WALLIS:  I think the point is, though,6

for the Staff to think about is whether it's wise to7

defer all this to the COL, because there may be8

aspects of the design itself, generic design which9

have a big effect on security.  And just deferring it10

to the applicant may not be the appropriate way to11

catch those elements of that design.12

MR. COLACCINO:  If I could chime in - this13

is Joe Colaccino of the Staff here.  Just for a little14

bit of background, in the AP600, Westinghouse15

presented a complete security program, and they16

intended to do that for the AP1000 also.  17

In the wake of all the new orders that are18

coming out post 9/11, we had a meeting, we had a19

safeguards meeting with Westinghouse to discuss how20

they should move forward on that.  After that meeting,21

Westinghouse decided to defer most of the security22

review to the COL.  And in the meantime, part of our23

review has been to make an assessment of what aspects24

of security are within the design of the plant itself.25
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And there are those aspects, and that's probably not1

something you'd want to discuss with the public.  So2

we have thought of that point, and we are progressing3

with that review.  And John has just brought them up,4

is that we have two of the ten open items that he has5

in the review are security open items, just for the6

ACRS Staff to understand what those are.7

DR. LEITCH:  When I see words like "defer8

security plan to the COL", it implies that a plan will9

be devised, a security plan will be devised at that10

stage to deal with the certified configuration of the11

plant.  But my question is, are there security12

implications related to the general configuration and13

footprint of the plant?14

MR. COLACCINO:  And the answer is15

definitely yes, and the Staff is working to resolve16

those.  Westinghouse, I think in the sake of the17

scheduled time, I'm speaking for them - but it's my18

impression that in order to not address these issues,19

they went with what the other design certifications20

went through, ABWR and System 80 Plus, to defer much21

of the security review to the COL, so it's not without22

precedent what they have done.  And that has been our23

focus of NSIR's review, which is still ongoing, is to24

ensure that the aspects of the design that are related25
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to security are covered.1

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Well, Tom, you asked2

whether BB 3

MR. CUMMINS:  This is Ed Cummins from4

Westinghouse.  I think the implication that we didn't5

do anything in security is not correct.  And I think,6

without getting involved in the details, what we did7

for AP1000 was identify the vital equipment and8

identify the vital area.  And that's in contrast to9

the AP600, where we also identified the protected10

area, the protected area defense, if you will, and the11

guard force, so the portion that is being deferred to12

the COL is the definition of the protected area, the13

defense also of the protected area, and the nature,14

number, and location of the guide force.15

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Tom, is that something16

that we might want to look into more carefully in a17

closed meeting?18

DR. KRESS:  Well, the name of our19

Committee is Safeguards, which is a real misnomer.  We20

have traditionally not BB we've left this up to the21

Staff traditionally to deal with these issues.  And so22

I don't know if it's something we need to get into or23

not.24

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Well, in light of the25
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new era, maybe we should at least be briefed as to1

what is going on.  2

DR. KRESS:  The briefing, of course, we3

can have and the Staff would probably be willing to do4

that in closed session.5

DR. POWERS:  Dr. Kress, it seems to me6

that in light of our experience with AP600, the issues7

of security that come promptly to mind is interfering8

with any of the emergency response activities at the9

plant.  10

DR. KRESS:  I think that would be an11

issue, but that tends to be site-specific.  12

DR. POWERS:  Well, the specific things13

that it came up is when you configure your access to14

vital areas in a way such that the fire gate can't15

respond, then BB 16

DR. KRESS:  Yes, on the plants.17

DR. POWERS:  Then you've got something18

that just not tenable.19

DR. KRESS:  Yes.  That's the problem we20

have with AP600.21

DR. POWERS:  Right.22

DR. KRESS:  Well, we haven't looked at23

that aspect on AP1000 yet.  It might be something we24

want to get on our list.  This is a meeting where25
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we're going to identify any further things we want to1

look at, and if we want to look at that, we need to2

have it on our list of things that we BB we'll put it3

down in writing in a letter to Westinghouse and the4

Staff.  Well, the letter goes to the Staff, but5

Westinghouse will get a copy of it.6

DR. POWERS:  They get to do all the work.7

DR. KRESS:  Yes.  And this BB you know, if8

we want to look at things like that and think it's9

part of our review, we need to think about it and get10

it on BB if we decide to get it on this letter, now is11

the time, because we don't have a lot of time left12

before July.  You know, in July, that time frame we'll13

be writing a final letter.  Anyway, it's a good point.14

I don't know what to do with it right now.  We can15

discuss it later, I guess.16

MR. SEGALA:  Okay.  The next issues are17

regarding aerosol removal coefficients.  We have three18

open items regarding this.  Two of the three open19

items are really related to performing dose analysis20

calculations.  However, the other open items on21

aerosol removal coefficients, but we can't finish the22

earth analysis calculation until the aerosol removal23

issues are resolved.24

DR. KRESS:  Your problem with that was25
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just how did you arrive at this particular lambda1

value?2

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.  And I guess BB 3

DR. KRESS:  How do you plan on resolving4

that?5

MR. SEGALA:  Westinghouse has developed6

AP1000 removal coefficients in the DCD, and we have a7

contract with Sandia National Labs to determine if8

these coefficients are applicable.9

DR. KRESS:  Oh, I see.  I didn't read far10

enough.11

MR. SEGALA:  Okay.  And they're doing a12

Monte Carlo Uncertainty Analysis.  They've done 20013

runs of MELCORE for the double-ended DVI line break,14

and they're providing plots of removal coefficient15

over time as they vary different inputs.16

DR. KRESS:  And this is for the one17

sequence only, the double-ended DVI line break.18

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.  And they provided us a19

draft report, and we're reviewing that as we speak.20

And we're going to take the information from that and21

use that to run independent dose calculations with22

Westinghouse and Sandia's removal coefficient.23

DR. KRESS:  What sort of source term will24

you use with that?25
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MR. SEGALA:  The alternate source term.1

DR. KRESS:  Alternate source term.  2

MR. SEGALA:  The next item is regarding3

leak before break.  This last remaining issue that we4

have is Westinghouse is using leak before break for5

their main steam system piping, and Reg Guide 1.45 i6

written for identifying the leakage detection systems7

for the RCS.  And for the RCS, it recommends that they8

have redundant and diverse leakage detection9

capabilities.  10

For AP1000, the RCS, they use the sump11

level indication.  They use radiation monitors, and12

they use a mass balance approach as their diverse13

means for identifying the leakage.  14

Although this Reg Guide doesn't directly15

talk about the main steam system, the Staff doing the16

review felt that the same criteria for the RCS should17

reasonably be applied to the main steam system.  So18

for the main steam, Westinghouse is using the sump19

level as their indicator of leakage, and the Staff20

feels that we need a diverse means of identifying21

that.  And we've been having discussions with22

Westinghouse regarding this issue.23

These last four of the ten remaining open24

items are more administrative open items.  These were25
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open items that when we were writing the draft report,1

there were certain items that we did not complete at2

the draft stage, so we put in placeholders as3

identifiers that we need to take certain actions.  The4

first one is reviewing the final design control5

document revision.  I talked that we had that6

milestone for Westinghouse providing us the final DCD,7

so we're going to have to review that to make sure8

that it captures all of our changes.9

In terms of the Tier 2* information, and10

COL action items, we're trying to make sure that all11

those are what's in the design control document, and12

what's in our FSER are consistent, and that the Staff13

has accounted for all the information.  14

And the last one, documentation of the15

AP600 FSER information - there were certain chapters16

where we had pointed back to the AP600 FSER, and we're17

trying to go back and make this a stand-alone document18

for those chapters.19

So in conclusion, we're on schedule to20

issue the final SER by September 13th, 2004, and I21

open it up to any questions or comments you might have22

at this time.23

DR. BONACA:  Just a question I have24

regarding your slide number 8.  You say Westinghouse25
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is using leak before break for main steam piping.1

What does it mean?  It means that in the analysis of2

steam line break, assuming a small size break?  I'm3

trying to understand what this is.4

MR. SEGALA:  Well, I think the approach is5

that if you have a leak out in the main steam system,6

that they will identify the leakage so, therefore,7

they won't need all the pipe restraints for pipe BB 8

DR. BONACA:  So it is for the pipe9

restraints.10

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.11

DR. FORD:  I had four items relating to12

potential material degradation questions.  Are these13

regarded in this system as open items, or have they14

been closed?15

MR. SEGALA:  We asked Westinghouse.  We16

sent them comments on all four of your questions.17

They became open items, and they are all resolved at18

this point.19

DR. FORD:  And we'll be hearing that20

resolution in June, in July BB in June.21

MR. SEGALA:  Yes, in the June BB 22

DR. FORD:  We'll be hearing that23

resolution.24

MR. SEGALA:  Yes.25
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MR. ROSEN:  I had concerns about ADS41

squib valve reliability.     2

MR. SEGALA:  Okay.3

MR. ROSEN:  And there's been much4

discussion about that, and a lot of data passed back5

and forth.  And it seems to me now where we are is6

that the data has been presented that the valves are7

likely to be highly reliable, based on the performance8

of smaller valves, but there still needs to be some9

extrapolation of the data to this 14-inch valve10

actually with a 9-inch throat for the squib valve.11

That kind of extrapolation seems to be within the12

expert's views of what's potentially possible and13

useful, but it is still true, it remains true that14

there has not been a valve of this size fabricated15

yet, or tested.  And this leaves at least me in the16

position of wondering, if you go to certification now,17

you're certifying a plant with a component that has18

never been tested, in a size range that has never been19

tested.  20

Now it's a little troubling, not a show-21

stopper for sure, but troubling in any event.  It22

seems to me that where we are, and now I'm really23

reaching for help on this thinking - that maybe this24

is a case where we are in design acceptance criteria25
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space, DAC space, in that this is an item for which1

the level of detail isn't now being provided at the2

time of the certification.  And that the as-procured,3

and as-built characteristics we don't have because the4

valve hasn't been built in this size.  So it would5

seem to me that - being novice now, so I'm not sure6

that this applies - but it seems that it would be7

possible to apply a DAC on that at this point for the8

Staff to define what the as-built characteristics are9

that will be required to be shown, and make that part10

of the certification.  Am I way out in left field with11

these thoughts?12

MR. SEGALA:  Well, I can at least give you13

some of the Staff's thoughts on this issue.  When we14

were doing the PRA review and we looked at the15

reliability numbers that Westinghouse had in their16

PRA, we didn't necessarily feel confident in those17

numbers, so we had a PRA Sensitivity Study done where18

we increased the failure probability by an order of19

magnitude, and the CDF increased by a factor of 3.  20

MR. ROSEN:  That's pretty significant.21

MR. SEGALA:  Well, it went from a value of22

2.4 times 10 to the minus 7, to 7 times 10 to the23

minus 7.  And in our review, we felt that that24

increase in risk was not large enough to impact the25
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PRA conclusions in terms of the insights about the1

design.2

DR. BONACA:  Have you established criteria3

that says we would accept an increase in failure rate4

of up to this much for this design to be the most5

threatened at the time in which the valve would be6

built and tested, I guess.7

DR. KRESS:  I don't think you're ever8

going to get a failure rate for this thing.  And what9

I think we have to rely on is, they will do10

inspections, testing, and they will check the valve to11

see, it's supposed to meet the design specifications.12

They'll test the wiring that goes up to the firing13

mechanisms.  They'll check the firing process, but14

we're not ever going to get enough data on these15

valves to get a full reliability.  And I think we have16

to rely on this testing and inspection program, plus17

the calculating reliabilities based on extrapolating18

from smaller.19

MR. ROSEN:  Well, I agree with you on20

that.  I'm not suggesting BB 21

DR. KRESS:  Yes, but BB 22

MR. ROSEN:  I'm willing to rely on, for23

example, the Sandia squib valve reliability studies.24

DR. KRESS:  Yes.  25
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MR. ROSEN:  I'm not suggesting the BB what1

I'm suggesting, because you're answering a question2

that's different than the one I'm posing.3

DR. KRESS:  Oh, okay.  I'm sorry.4

MR. ROSEN:  And the one I'm posing is,5

should the Staff be defining now with Westinghouse6

what the new valve, when they finally build one, will7

have to BB what characteristics will be required of8

this new valve when they finally build it?  Not the9

reliability characteristics, but the physical10

characteristics of it.11

DR. KRESS:  I think that is part of the12

certification.  Plus, the testing and inspection13

requirements are part of it.14

MR. SEGALA:  These are ASME Section 3,15

Class I valves, and they'll be build and designed in16

accordance with the ASME Code.  And in terms of the17

testing, there are ITAAC that will verify that the18

valve is built in accordance with ASME Section 3.19

There's ITAAC that they'll do a type test on the ADS20

4 where they can build a like version of what's going21

into the plant, and they will test it to assure that22

it actuates. 23

And in terms of the actuation logic to the24

valve, when we've done LER searches on the smaller25
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squib valves in the slick system, the BWRs, most of1

the failures have been due to actuation of the valves.2

And Westinghouse has their PMS System that3

automatically and can manually control the valves.4

Plus, they have their DAS System, which is a diverse5

system that they can manually actuate the valves.  And6

there are ITAACs on that.7

MR. ROSEN:  Tell me more about the ITACCs8

on the type test.9

MR. SEGALA:  Well, I mean, they have an10

ITAAC that BB I have it written here.  The automatic11

depressurization valves identified in the table12

perform an active safety-related function to change13

position as indicated in the table.  Tests of squib14

valves will be performed that demonstrate the15

capability of the valve to operate under its design16

conditions.  Inspections will be performed for the17

existence of a report verifying that the as-installed18

squib valves are bounded by the test or type test.19

DR. KRESS:  I have a question about that20

too.  It's in my mind very important that the21

depressurization of the system take place like we22

think it's going to, which to me means that we have to23

pretty well predict the blowdown, sonic flow these24

valves, through the ADS-4 valves.25
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MR. SEGALA:  Yes.1

DR. KRESS:  Is there any plans to verify2

that the calculated blowdown flow rates through these3

valves are bounded by our calculations?  Are there any4

tests planned for that?5

MR. SEGALA:  I believe there is an ITAAC6

on the DP through the valve.7

DR. KRESS:  Yes, but that's flow8

resistance, and I don't think BB I'm worried about the9

sonic flow and the choke point, and the effective area10

to go with your sonic flow velocity calculation.  You11

know, I mean some sort of a verification test that the12

blowdown rates are what we think they are.13

MR. ROSEN:  It seems to me you've invited14

the members, Tom, to put on the table our concerns15

now.  And I've enunciated one concern I have, and16

you've enunciated another, but it's also about type17

testing of these critical valves.  I think you're18

exactly right.  I mean, without real assurance that19

these valves are actually going to work, I mean we20

really don't have BB I don't get a good feel for this21

design.  And the more we can probe these issues with22

respect to these valves and get comfortable about23

them, I think the better off we are.  And so is there24

going to be another opportunity for Westinghouse and25
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perhaps the Staff to give us some more assurance in1

this area?2

DR. KRESS:  Well, with respect to your3

part of it, I think they would ask what more do you4

want that they haven't already given in terms of this5

assurance that the design is like they say, and the6

reliability is close to what it is.  And that they7

conform to the ASME standards, and so forth.8

I think the question would be what more do9

you want them to give you.  And in my case, I just10

don't think the delta P measurements - the answer to11

my question of whether the blowdown rates are12

calculated correctly or not.  But in your case, I13

don't know what else they can give you.  That's the14

question I would have.  And if you've got some ideas,15

I'm sure they'd be willing to consider it.16

MR. ROSEN:  Well, they could build one and17

test it, and give me the results of the test.18

DR. WALLIS:  But you might want to BB 19

MR. CUMMINS:  This is Ed Cummins again. I20

think the ITAAC that John just read forces us to build21

one and test it, so it does it in the framework of22

delivery at the plant, rather than a framework of23

design certification.  But those are the typical sort24

of ITAACs for environment qualification, and those25
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aren't the only valves that we have to do that with,1

or only devices that we have to do that with.  So we2

have to build them and demonstrate that it's qualified3

to perform in its environment.4

DR. WALLIS:  Building one and testing it5

won't tell you much about its reliability.6

MR. ROSEN:  No, it won't tell you anything7

about reliability, but I've accepted the reliability8

argument.9

DR. KRESS:  Yes.10

MR. ROSEN:  My arguments have progressed.11

DR. WALLIS:  So you just want to have one12

test that BB 13

MR. ROSEN:  Well, first that they can14

build it and meet the ASME Code.15

DR. WALLIS:  But they can build it.16

MR. ROSEN:  And then second, that when17

they test it, it does, in fact, meet the requirements.18

And I'm troubled by this.  I think it's a process19

issue, not an issue with the Staff or an issue with20

the AP1000 design.  It's more of a process issue of21

the way we certify the BB do design certification,22

that when you have a unique component that you don't23

have real data on, performance data or plant24

operational data, the demonstration of its25
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capabilities is deferred to so late in the process.1

This is troubling.2

DR. KRESS:  Okay.  I think we've talked3

that one through.4

MR. SEGALA:  Okay.5

DR. KRESS:  It probably will show up in6

our letter, interim letter as needing something7

additional.  I'm not sure what.8

DR. LEITCH:  I would like to just cycle9

back to the security issue for just a minute within10

the constraints of an open meeting, to make sure I've11

articulated my concern.  Deferring the security plan12

to the COL - now what I think I'm hearing we mean by13

the security plan is describing what the protected14

area is, describing what the vital area is, and15

managing that.  And I think one can develop a security16

plan for any particular plant configuration.  You can17

develop an acceptable security plan, and that's what's18

being deferred to the COL phase, and properly so.  I19

don't see any problem with that.20

My question is have we learned anything21

since September 11th that might reflect on the bigger22

picture, the layout, the configuration, the footprint23

of the plant?  Has anyone thought about those kind of24

issues?  Because it seems to me, those kind of issues,25
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the window for addressing those is rapidly closing.1

And now if, in that context, there has been work done2

on addressing those particular issues, I think we need3

to hear about that in a closed session.  And I guess4

what I think I hear you saying is that there has been5

some work done.  We just haven't heard about that.  Is6

that a correct BB 7

MR. COLACCINO:  Yes.  This is Joe8

Colaccino.  Yes, it has, and possibly as a suggestion,9

although I can't say this for certain.  I haven't10

talked with NSIR yet, obviously, but we possibly in11

the June meeting of the Subcomittee that we could NSIR12

and go into a closed session and have a briefing for13

you and discuss the things that have been done with14

security related to the design of the plant itself.15

I don't see why we couldn't do that, and we'll just16

have to get with NSIR and ask them.17

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Would June be a little18

too late, especially if this part has to be closed.19

I mean, we have to write the letter in two or three20

weeks afterwards.21

MR. CUMMINS:  It depends when we're going22

to get the FSER.  We're not going to get the FSER23

until late-May.24

DR. BONACA:  We're going to get an update25
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of program security and safeguards probably in this1

May time frame.  We could have BB 2

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Then let's make that3

part of the BB   4

DR. BONACA:  Ask for a presentation on5

this issue at that time.6

MR. APOSTOLAKIS:  Yes.7

DR. BONACA:  We're saying that we will8

have another meeting on security and safeguards9

probably in the May time frame.  Could we have an10

update on this issue?11

MR. COLACCINO:  Okay.  We can certainly12

ask and bring that back and talk with ACRS Staff on13

that.  I just want to remind you, in case it's not14

clear to everybody, that the security plan is being15

reviewed to the current regulations, Part 73.  The16

ICMs or ISDPT are not part of that review, so there is17

an understanding that that takes place, but really18

what the plant design is being reviewed to is Part 73.19

DR. POWERS:  Dr. Kress, have we had an20

opportunity to discuss containment failure modes for21

this particular reactor?22

DR. KRESS:  No, we haven't, other than the23

pressure and temperature meets the BVA requirements24

for the LOCAs and DEDVI steam break.  Other than that,25
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we haven't talked about containment failure modes.1

Would you like to bring that up as a potential issue?2

DR. POWERS:  Well, I recognize we have3

limited data on containment failure modes for steel4

shell containments.5

DR. KRESS:  This is beyond-design basis.6

DR. POWERS:  It is beyond-design basis.7

But what data we have to indicate the potential for8

catastrophic failure and the absence of measures to9

prevent that, and I'm wondering if we have taken those10

steps to prevent catastrophic failure.11

DR. KRESS:  I will leave that up to Staff12

or the Westinghouse people, but let me ask you a13

question about that.  If in PRA space, we're14

calculating a LERF which is a substitute for maybe a15

safety goal or acceptance criteria, does it matter16

whether a LERF is catastrophic failure or BB I mean,17

a LERF is a LERF.  That's the question I have.  What18

are the implications in terms of acceptance criteria19

of catastrophic containment failure?20

DR. POWERS:  I think if you BB 21

DR. KRESS:  We've done the transport or22

something.23

DR. POWERS:  I think if you explore how24

the LERF criteria are set up, you'll find that they're25
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all very gentle and graceful failures when they1

calculate consequences for those LERFs.2

DR. KRESS:  Okay.3

DR. POWERS:  And we don't have events like4

catastrophic failures like a redeposited radionucleid5

incidence.6

DR. KRESS:  So you're worried about when7

we do the plume calculation in the NRT that a8

catastrophic-type failure is not reflected very well.9

DR. POWERS:  That's right.  I believe10

you'll find that whatever consequence has been done11

and established in those LERFs, there was a12

presumption that all we were going to do is get a puff13

release of the material that was suspended in the14

containment atmosphere at the time of the failure.  We15

weren't discussing the potential of re-suspending16

every radionucleid that you deposited in the reactor17

containment.18

DR. KRESS:  I see.  Yes.  I see what your19

concern is there now.  No, we didn't discuss that at20

all, and they haven't even brought it up as an issue21

that I know of.  And I'm not sure how one would deal22

with re-suspension issues in PRA space, because AP100023

is almost a wet deposition.  And a lot of this stuff24

may have BB at the time of failure of the containment25
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may have made its way down to the sump already.  And1

the question that might be in my mind is whether you2

have a sudden release from that sump, due to the fact3

that it's reduced pressure may nucleate and give BB4

but it's a question, I don't know if it's within PRA5

space.  Well, I'm pretty sure it hasn't because the6

release is usually the puff of what's left in the7

containment when it fails.  8

DR. WALLIS:  Well, if this containment9

fails presumably that tank of water would also fail10

catastrophically, would come tumbling down wouldn't11

it?12

DR. KRESS:  Yes, but I don't know what13

you'd do with that.14

DR. WALLIS:  Well, you could have even15

more of a flood in the sump, stir everything up.16

MR. CUMMINS:  This is Ed Cummins.  I don't17

think the water has any relationship.  It's held by18

the concrete structure, the steel containment is19

independent.  And, Dr. Powers, I'm not sure BB we're20

trying to understand your comment.  The failure21

mechanism of the containment is what kind of thing, a22

slow increase in pressure, hydrogen burn, or what are23

you thinking?24

DR. POWERS:  I guess the answer is yes.25
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The experiments that I'm aware of were free-standing1

shell containers or upward slope pressurizations.  But2

I presume that an energetic combustion at the wrong3

time in the containment's history could produce a4

coastic static pressurization.  I'm not sure that I'm5

thinking about any dynamic lodes on the containment.6

DR. WALLIS:  What do you mean by7

catastrophic failure?  Do you mean that the whole8

thing blows apart in many directions, or a big hole9

blows in it?10

DR. POWERS:  Yes.11

DR. WALLIS:  If it blows apart in many12

directions, presumably the concrete and the steel13

blown apart?14

MR. CUMMINS:  I doubt that the concrete15

would be, but it would be once the steel vessel has16

broken, it would be open to the atmosphere, so there17

could be a release of fission products.  We do have18

some vent capability that we've talked about in AP600,19

and through the spent fuel pool, actually.  So that20

would require operator actions, but BB 21

DR. KRESS:  And you have igniters?22

MR. CUMMINS:  We have igniters, yes.  23

DR. KRESS:  And you've pretty well24

demonstrated, I think, that you have significant25
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natural circulation patterns to not worry considerably1

about stratification of hydrogen.2

MR. CUMMINS:  Yes.  We actually say3

because we have much more robust situation than any4

other containment.5

DR. KRESS:  Well, it's a thought, Dana.6

I don't know what to do with it right now.  7

Especially when you already have a LERF that's 10 to8

the minus 8.  But a lot of that is based on the fact9

that the CDF is pretty BB 10

MR. ROSEN:  And that's based on the11

performance of the squib valve.12

DR. KRESS:  To some extent.  But anyway,13

I'll note that one down as something we can talk about14

and debate over what goes in this interim letter.  You15

can have the floor again.  Are you through?16

MR. SEGALA:  Yes, I'm done.  17

DR. KRESS:  Okay.  I guess then, Mario,18

this is the time we want to close the session.19

DR. POWERS:  One additional question.20

DR. KRESS:  Okay.21

DR. POWERS:  Have we satisfactorily22

resolved the in-vessel retention issue?23

DR. KRESS:  I don't think so, and what24

we've heard is that they've made steam explosion FCI25
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calculations just in case it didn't work, and have1

told us that these FCI calculations do not fail2

containment.  Now we haven't seen the details of these3

calculations and what they use for the energetics or4

how they calculate the energetics, so in my mind we5

still may need to review the details of the coolant6

interactions, particularly what they use for initial7

conditions, in view of the fact that there may be more8

metal in there than they BB our view may be that there9

may be more molten metal in there than they used in10

the calculations, and maybe at a higher temperature.11

And it may affect the energetics, so I don't think12

we've heard enough on that, so that may be one of my13

issues I'll put on the list that we need to hear a14

little more about, and it's the details of that15

calculation and what the initial conditions are.16

Okay.  I guess this time, Mario, is when17

we need to go into closed session.  We have to be sure18

that there's nobody in here that shouldn't be.19

DR. BONACA:  Okay.  So we're asking for20

everyone who is not involved with the presentation21

from Westinghouse and the Staff on AP1000 to please22

leave the room now.23

(Whereupon, at 11:02 a.m., the proceedings24

went into Closed Session.)25
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A-F-T-E-R-N-O-O-N  S-E-S-S-I-O-N1

(1:30 p.m.)2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  Good afternoon.3

The meeting will get back to order now again.  And we4

are going to be reviewing the license renewal5

application for the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station.6

I will lead this discussion.  We received7

the SER for review I believe in November, and we had8

a subcommittee meeting with the applicant on9

December 3, 2003.10

There were no open items on this11

application.  In fact, no open items and no12

confirmatory items as of December, and this was a13

first.  So that's one of the reasons also that caused14

us to advance our review from May to March.15

We are here now to have a presentation for16

the whole committee from the applicant and then from17

the staff.18

Did you have any comments?19

MR. KUO:  Well, thank you, Dr. Bonaca.20

Just again, for the record, that I'm P.T. Kuo, the21

Program Director for License Renewal in the22

Environmental Impacts Program.  And the Project23

Manager for the safety review of this application is24

Dr. Raj Auluck.  He is going to make the staff25
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presentation today.1

Other than that, I really want to thank2

the committee to accommodate our schedule, to shift3

the schedule.  Originally, this was scheduled for in4

May.  But because we were able to complete the safety5

evaluation earlier, so we requested to push the6

schedule up.  Really appreciate that.7

Other than that, like, Dr. Bonaca, you8

mentioned that this is the first time that we reviewed9

an application.  There was no open item at the draft10

SER stage.  It was a really good review that we11

thought -- that resulted in no open item at all.  12

If there's no other questions for me, I13

would like to request the applicant to make the14

presentation first, and then the staff presentation15

will follow.16

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  17

MR. KUO:  Thank you.18

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  All right.19

MR. PAGLIA:  All right.  Thank you.  I'm20

Al Paglia.  Good afternoon.  I'm Supervisor of the21

Plant License Extension Project.22

As far as the agenda this afternoon, what23

I thought I'd present, based on some feedback, we'll24

just touch on the background and history of the plant,25
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the application and development, and then talk through1

some issues of interest that were identified, and2

close out with a little discussion on the commitment,3

tracking, and living program that we're putting4

together at this point.5

Background on the plant -- again, most of6

you are aware, but we are a 1,000 megawatt three-loop7

Westinghouse PWR, initially licensed in 1982.  SCE&G8

is a two-thirds owner with Santee Cooper, our public-9

run utility owning one-third.10

We did steam generator replacement in11

1994, followed by an uprate to 2,900 megawatt thermal12

in '96.  And all our indicators right now are -- and13

findings are green.14

The application -- we were in that class15

of 2002, the first of the GALL plants, and developed16

the application, of course, in accordance with the17

guidance documents and the standard review plan, and18

did the GALL comparison.  A large percentage of our19

application and results were ultimately consistent20

with and comparable to GALL.21

The first of the issues, which was the big22

issue for us back in 2000, was the hot leg crack.23

What we did, of course, is to replace that weld with24

a spool piece a little over a foot long using new 69025
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weld materials.  The root cause that we did, quite1

extensive, but what it boiled down to in the end was2

residual stresses, tensile stresses, remaining on the3

ID after initial weld installation and subsequent4

repairs.  There were some fine repairs to that weld at5

the time.6

We also in that outage did an NDE on the7

other loop nozzle welds, and none of them showed any8

recordable indications at that point.  9

Now, subsequent to refuel 12 and10

refuel 13, we went -- the lower internals remained in.11

We went in and we did -- and, of course, we repaired12

alpha loop, so we went in and looked at the bravo and13

charlie loop welds, and it showed one recordable14

indication by UT in the bravo loop.  Improvements in15

UT allowed it to become visible.  It was there before16

in eddy current.  All early indications were17

subsequently identified -- reidentified.18

We went through what we called a19

mechanical stress improvement process where we20

physically deformed through hydraulics the pipe to put21

the ID in a compressive state.  We did that process --22

after we did that process, that one recordable23

indication went away, basically squeezed it to the24

point where it was invisible to UT.25
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And based on our stress analysis, and so1

forth, the ID surface now remains -- is in a2

compressive state and remains in a compressive state.3

So hopefully we have, if not eliminated, significantly4

reduced the primary driver -- a primary driver for5

TWSCC.6

MEMBER LEITCH:  How extensive was the MSAT7

that you used?  Did you do it on all the welds or just8

the parallel welds of the one that had failed or --9

MR. PAGLIA:  We did it on the hot leg10

welds.11

MEMBER LEITCH:  On the hot leg welds.12

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, the two that were not13

yet repaired.14

MEMBER LEITCH:  Okay.15

MR. PAGLIA:  That's right, bravo and16

charlie.17

MEMBER ROSEN:  Do you have a picture of18

this?  A backup --19

MR. PAGLIA:  I do have a graphic of the20

repair that I'll show in just a second.  So I'll go21

through that.22

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Of interest to this23

committee, by the way, is going to be -- by now24

clearly you have inspected and reinspected.  It would25
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be more some of the industry activities taking place,1

and you have committed to follow those to improve the2

volumetric inspections, so that this kind of event is3

not going to happen in the future at other plants.4

I know there is an activity in the5

industry.  The NRC is involved in that.  I would like6

to hear from your perspective what is taking place,7

what gives us better confidence today that some of8

these indications will not be missed today.  I mean --9

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, I think we had a very10

good outcome from refuel 14, which we just completed11

in October.  This was a 10-year ISI for us, so we went12

in and we did both eddy current and the E-ultrasonics13

on all of them.  And the end result of it all was that14

we identified everything we identified before.  There15

were -- there was no crack growth.  That I think is16

the key piece.17

And this is based on the eddy current,18

which is not the qualified process but one that is19

improving and one that we use.  And then, of course,20

in UT there was no formal indication.  So, and based21

on that, we -- of course, NRR reviewed that and22

approved a startup and allows us, at this point, for23

continuing on making improvements.  And we are engaged24

with EPRI and others to improve UT technology and25
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capability, but we -- we are now on an ASME code-1

directed inspection regime.2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Well, the next question3

I have is:  does it mean that EPRI now is recommending4

that you do volumetric inspection?  We also do eddy5

current and a defined superficial --6

MR. PAGLIA:  At this point, that's not in7

the -- that is not --8

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  It's not yet.  So this9

is just your initiative because you found that in your10

particular case that was the determining factor.11

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, sir.  And in the future,12

we are not -- at this point, we are not planning on13

doing eddy current in the future.  We are planning on14

relying on UT as allowed by the code.  But I would say15

-- and I'm not the expert here -- but there are some16

significant improvements being made in the UT, and we17

even noticed those between refuel 13 and 14.18

And it really has to do with the foot19

sizing and the tracking on the surface is really where20

-- and the coupling, and so forth, where the21

improvements are being made.  So we're getting more22

ability to see these fine cracks, and certainly before23

they became significant enough to become a safety24

concern.25
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Now, we feel fairly comfortable in our1

ability to see what's going on at the plant.2

MR. CLARY:  I'm Ron Clary, the Project3

Manager.  One other point on our future 10-year window4

-- just based on the code, we will be reinspecting the5

bravo hot leg every other outage until we finish this6

10-year window.  And that's driven by the code7

requirements --8

MR. PAGLIA:  Right.  For that recordable9

indication.10

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Well, I guess --11

MR. CLARY:  That previously recordable12

indication.13

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I guess I worry about14

the other plant there.  We don't know which one it is,15

but it may have had a crack similar to yours.  It may16

be working its way now for about 20 years, hasn't come17

out yet.  And with the normal UT, with improvements18

you say, but without eddy current, identify those19

cracks.  I don't know.20

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, you know, to be honest21

-- in our particular case, we don't believe that the22

crack that we had in 2000 was there for an extended23

period of time.  We believe it propagated through in24

a fairly short period of time like a cycle length,25
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which we did not see anything in the previous --1

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  But you had other2

indications you didn't see -- on the B nozzle, for3

example.  You didn't -- you had an indication later on4

when you went with eddy, but you hadn't seen it before5

with the UT.6

MR. PAGLIA:  That's correct.  That's7

correct.  I mean, the eddy current does identify that8

surface cracking early before UT would see it.9

And another complicating factor -- and,10

again, I'm sure you are aware, the nature of primary11

stress water corrosion cracking, it's not a very12

planer-type crack, and the irregular surface tends to13

diffuse the signal.  And that's the reason why you14

don't get the amplitude and the -- why you don't get15

the feedback that you need.  That's the complicating16

factor.17

MEMBER ROSEN:  Well, I have questions like18

where did the crack initiate, and all of that.  But19

you're going to show the picture of that.20

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, I am.  We'll do that,21

yes.22

MEMBER SHACK:  On your 152 repair, how23

many weld repairs did you have to make in that weld?24

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, we -- what we ended up25
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doing, we did have some difficulty.  We started out1

with an automatic welding process and putting this2

weld back together.  And we did find that we -- we had3

difficulty.  And when we did the -- you know, the X-4

rays, that we couldn't -- we couldn't get clear welds.5

So we did end up going to a -- basically, a 152 stick6

weld process.7

But the key point -- I mean, the main8

point is that this process was from the ID to the OD,9

and that we didn't create this situation that caused10

the problem back in the early days.  It wasn't the11

weld repair per se.  It was what -- what I'm about to12

show you.  It's from the middle of the wall back to13

the ID.14

Here you see the initial weld fit up and15

configuration.  The nozzle, of course, that -- orange16

is the butter, and then the stainless steel pipe.17

Let's go ahead and go to the next one.18

So, by design, what is done is you lay19

these beads in from the ID to the OD.  This wall20

thickness, by the way, is like two and a fifth inches,21

and there are about 100 passes to get to the ID to the22

OD.  And the design is that as you lay the subsequent23

weld beads in place and they shrink, they cause a24

compressive load on the underlying weld beads.  And in25
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the end you end up with an ID servicing compression.1

That's by design.2

So we did this.  This was the first setup.3

This is not to scale.  I'll show you an actual picture4

in a minute.5

But when we did this we found flaws.  And6

so they ended up going in and grinding all of that out7

after they laid a bridge in to stabilize the pipe.  So8

they ground it in -- ground it out, and then followed9

up with -- you can jump on to the next one -- then10

welded it from the bridge back to the ID.  That was11

the main causal problem.  And then they welded it from12

the bridge to the OD, and we ended up in a13

configuration like that.14

Now, this is -- let's just jump to the --15

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Al, you are saying that16

the crack initiated from the ID.  And, therefore, when17

you were out, looking from the outside, you won't see18

it.19

MR. PAGLIA:  That's right.  That's right.20

It's definitely an ID initiative.  That's the one.21

Now, this picture shows the actual cross-22

section, and that -- this area down here, which is23

highlighted here, is the actual weld repaired area24

that I was showing on that graphic.25
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CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Under the arch.1

MEMBER ROSEN:  So where is the bridge in2

this picture?3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Right there.4

MR. PAGLIA:  It would have been in that5

area there.  It's not visible on this picture, but it6

was above that -- of the area that was excavated and7

to be welded.8

MEMBER FORD:  Just to be sure I understand9

what you're doing here, is this the original weld10

repair?11

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, sir.12

MEMBER FORD:  Before the current one.13

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.14

MEMBER FORD:  So this is using, what, 8215

-- 182?16

MR. PAGLIA:  That's correct.17

MEMBER FORD:  Okay.18

MEMBER ROSEN:  This was done in what year?19

20 years ago?20

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, it would have been done21

in the late -- in the '70s.22

This was the original -- by the way, and23

part of that -- this made the first loop weld also,24

and there was a learning exercise involved here.  And25
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that was part of what gave us the situation.  We got1

smarter and didn't have that problem in the other2

five.3

MEMBER FORD:  Now, in answer to Dr.4

Shack's question, are you going to show us what5

happened when you put in the spool piece, or you tried6

to do 52 and 152?7

MR. PAGLIA:  I don't have a graphic that8

shows that.  But what I can -- you know, we put in9

like, well, I think four or five layers, and then we'd10

go in and do the -- shoot the welds.  And we're11

basically finding voids.  I mean, we're finding12

imperfections in the weld, and it was ground out, and13

then it started over.14

We never, you know --15

MEMBER FORD:  Now, you -- I think you said16

to Dr. Shack that 52 is much worse than 152?17

MR. PAGLIA:  52 was used in the automatic18

welding process, and in that process the -- from a19

technique standpoint, they were not getting a good20

weld.  And what we ended up doing -- and this was a21

learning process.  Our outages got extended because of22

these -- our planned long outage got extended because23

we had to work through this, and then we went manual24

and solved the problem.25
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CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I thought that under the1

SER that you used now for the repair, 690 weld2

material?3

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.  690 is the -- is what4

152 and 52 is --5

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.6

MR. PAGLIA:  -- is made of.  And 82 and7

182 is, of course, the 600.  So we've got the better8

materials, and we did -- even with repairs, though, it9

was an ID to OD.  That's the key.10

And also we know from stress analysis we11

have left the ID in a compressive state in the other12

-- other loop as well.  So while it has the original13

materials, we think we've eliminated really the14

driver.  You take the stress away, you've really15

eliminated a major piece.16

MEMBER SHACK:  Now, you didn't mess up the17

new weld, then.18

MR. PAGLIA:  No.  No, we did not.19

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  So what we're20

looking at here is a cutaway?  You actually cut21

through the --22

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, we did.  We took out23

that --24

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  -- and that -- so25
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we're looking at some metallurgical examination of the1

piece of --2

MR. PAGLIA:  That's right.  This is a3

slice of the wall cross-section.  That's two and a4

fifth inches here.5

MR. LaBORDE:  This is the actual carbon6

steel nozzle.  This is the buttering that was done.7

This is the actual weld material.  This is the pipe8

that --9

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  And the failure was10

somewhere else.  This is actually the one that leaked?11

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.12

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Is this the place13

where it leaked?14

MR. PAGLIA:  No.  This is not the actual15

section.16

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  There is no crack17

shown here in the -- right.18

MR. PAGLIA:  A different radial location.19

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Right.  That's20

right.21

MEMBER ROSEN:  So you say you don't have22

a picture of the crack.23

MR. PAGLIA:  No, sir.24

MR. CLARY:  Not with us.  We've got it.25
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We've got a report "yah" thick at home that we sent to1

NRR that showed the metallurgical evaluation of that,2

showing the crack.3

MR. PAGLIA:  What the crack did, it4

propagated from the ID to the OD, and it progressed5

through the butter to the carbon steel nozzle and6

arrested.  And that's the extent of it.7

MEMBER ROSEN:  Can you show me what you8

mean in this left-hand -- can you roughly trace out9

what you think the path of the crack was?10

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.  The crack started in11

this region down here, and it went up, and it pretty12

much increased in width, if you will, and it went to13

this carbon nozzle.  Then that cracking stopped at14

that point, and that was one of the things that15

obviously confirmed -- there was a lot of other16

reasons, but that it's TWSCC, which does not act in17

carbon steel.  And then carbon steel stopped it at18

that point.19

MEMBER ROSEN:  So how did it -- how did20

you detect it if it was stopped before it --21

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, actually, it penetrated22

in this region right here.  And it was like a dome, if23

you will, to the crack.  That penetrated the surface24

right in this region.  The pictures that we have show25
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basically a very small hole.  It wasn't a big crack1

along the pipe; it was a small hole that was the crown2

of that crack.  And that became a small leak that over3

time created all of the boron deposits that we saw4

when we went down and did the inspection.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  Forgive me for not6

understanding.  7

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, sir.8

MEMBER ROSEN:  Can you trace it out one9

more time?  You said it went up to the carbon steel,10

and then how did it get to the surface from there?11

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, it -- think of it as a12

-- it's a crack.  It's filling up.  It's a planer13

crack.14

MEMBER SHACK:  It's an axial crack.15

MEMBER SIEBER:  Right.16

MR. PAGLIA:  It's an axial crack.  And17

that was another point -- it was an axial crack.  And18

then, there was a circumferential component, a small19

circumferential component in this region right here,20

but not very long.21

MEMBER ROSEN:  And that's what leaked.22

MR. PAGLIA:  No, it didn't.  It leaked --23

it was -- that was embedded.  That component was24

embedded.  But where it came through was in this25
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region here, and that was the axial --1

MEMBER ROSEN:  So the crack was, like my2

hand, in this plane?3

MR. PAGLIA:  That's correct.4

MEMBER ROSEN:  That would be the picture?5

MR. PAGLIA:  That's correct.  And it just6

hit the surface, and that's where the --7

MEMBER ROSEN:  Here.8

MR. PAGLIA:  That's right.9

MEMBER ROSEN:  It went through the10

surface.11

MR. PAGLIA:  But when we did all of the12

cross-sections, you know, we -- that's when we found13

out the true crack profile to the metallurgical14

evaluations that we did.15

And, of course, the -- Ron said there's16

reports like this that show all of the actual17

metallurgical views of this, and the nature of the18

cracking, and --19

MEMBER ROSEN:  Okay.  So when it's in this20

plane, it's axial to the pipe, right? 21

MR. PAGLIA:  That's correct.22

MEMBER ROSEN:  Which is a good thing to23

know, and it --24

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, that was a positive.25
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MEMBER ROSEN:  Very much a positive.1

MR. PAGLIA:  That's right.2

MEMBER ROSEN:  Because axial cracks are3

less threatening than --4

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, sir.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  -- circumferential.6

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, it was.7

MEMBER FORD:  Now, you said that it went8

through the wall, you believed, in one cycle?  So you9

went -- an average propagation is --10

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, I believe so, because11

this crack was very identifiable, you know, in the12

outage when we had the -- we went in and, you know, we13

could see it clearly once we had this throughwall14

situation.15

We did not see anything with the UT outage16

previous to that.  So it could have been -- there's no17

doubt it was probably there, but it wasn't of18

significant magnitude.  But -- and there's no way to19

know for sure.20

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Although, I mean, one of21

the things I heard was that one of the beliefs was the22

sled that the probe was running on may have bumped23

into a rough surface there on the bottom.  Is it --24

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, that's part of the25
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improvement of the UT.  I mean --1

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So it could have been2

there, but you hadn't seen it.3

MR. PAGLIA:  It could have been there, and4

we just didn't see it.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  So how much boric acid came6

out?  Was there a huge pile?7

MR. PAGLIA:  There was quite a bit.  How8

many --9

MEMBER ROSEN:  About 1,000 pounds?10

MR. PAGLIA:  About 1,000 pounds.  It was11

huge.  I mean, when we went in to do the normal12

walkdown inspections at the outage, it was like, wow.13

In fact, we really couldn't believe that it was coming14

from the primer.  We thought it may have been some15

leakage from --16

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Well, that's what17

we're doing here.  I mean, we're not talking about the18

event at V.C. Summer.  We're talking about license19

renewal.20

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.21

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  We could be here22

all day about diagnosing what happened with --23

MEMBER SIEBER:  This is significant24

degradation.25
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CHAIRMAN BONACA:   It's a significant1

issue for this plant and for others, and we wanted to2

learn something about this, so --3

MR. PAGLIA:  Okay.  So we're going to4

be --5

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  -- I think we can move6

on.7

MR. PAGLIA:  Okay.  The next item was the8

head inspections that we've done, kind of like, I'll9

say, the bottom line at this point in refuel 14 --10

really, we also -- we went in in 13 as well and didn't11

see anything, but in 14 we did remove all of the12

insulation, and went in with remote optical devices,13

did 100 percent bare metal inspection in the upper14

head, and at this point we're in pretty good shape.15

There was no active leaks, obviously, or degradation.16

The lower head -- similar.  We went in, we17

did a 360-degree, 100 percent bare metal inspection,18

and there were no active leaks or degradation.  We19

cleaned it very well, and we've got a video record.20

And we have a good benchmark for future inspections.21

MEMBER ROSEN:  Did you choose your words22

very carefully there?  There are no active leaks.  Do23

you mean there have been leaks in the past or --24

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes, I did.  And there was a25
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leak in the past on the upper head.  There was a comma1

seal leak back in refuel 2.  This is where a2

thermocouple wire -- gets a CM for thermocouple into3

the drive.  And there was a leak, and we had it4

subsequently in 3.  We did a modification in 4, and we5

haven't had it since.  But it wasn't a head -- it was6

not a head leak.7

MEMBER ROSEN:  So you went in and found a8

lot of boric acid on the head from that?9

MR. PAGLIA:  There was not much, no -- no,10

sir.  There was not much, but there was some.11

MEMBER ROSEN:  Okay.12

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.13

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  I thought it was coming14

from the crack that you identified.15

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, what I was speaking of,16

again, is the upper head.17

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Oh, I see.18

MR. PAGLIA:  On the lower head, when we19

went in, we did find some thin film boric acid residue20

on the lower head.  But it was in the radial position21

of the alpha hot leg, and almost assuredly came down22

from that leak.  And we've cleaned it.  And, again,23

through the inspections primarily, we know we -- we24

are -- don't have a cracking situation.25
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We also did -- we also did a chemical1

analysis on that boron.  That boron was 1.9 years old2

based on some comparisons of cobalt and cesium, and so3

forth.  So we have other bases to believe that that's4

not active in this -- at least in this cycle, so --5

MEMBER SIEBER:  Did you compare it to the6

boron you collected at the -- at the hot leg?7

MR. PAGLIA:  I'm not sure if we did or did8

not.9

MEMBER SIEBER:  That would be a good match10

to tell you whether it came from there or not.11

MR. PAGLIA:  But I know that based on the12

lack of cesium-137, I mean, we knew it wasn't run13

recently.14

MEMBER SIEBER:  Yes, right.15

MR. PAGLIA:  Because if it was, it would16

be -- it would be new, obviously, because we had just17

shut down.18

So that's where we are on the head.  So19

right now, I mean, we don't have any specific plans,20

although we know it's probably inevitable that we'll21

have to do something with the head later.  Right now,22

we're okay.  We'll continue to monitor it closely.23

Sump blockage bulletin -- we went in in24

refuel 14, did some inspections, walkdowns per the NEI25
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guidelines.  We did identify some original1

installation gapping, nothing significant.  But2

nevertheless, not meeting the intent or the letter.3

The gaps were repaired, if you will.  We4

recovered them in modification.  And currently, we're5

really looking at the sump design.  The adequacy of6

the sump design and the surface area defined in the7

screen is the issue of concern, and the -- and we are8

going through that process.  We expect to finish that9

analysis this year.10

And if any modifications are required to11

the sump to increase that, we'll do it in refuel 16,12

which should close out this issue for -- in accordance13

with the GSI-191 target time.14

Next item I'll talk about a little bit --15

and Jamie will speak to this -- and that's the thermal16

fatigue.  17

MR. LaBORDE:  I'm Jamie LaBorde, and I'm18

the lead for the primary systems in license renewal.19

We have been doing fatigue monitoring for20

a while.  We have been using the WESTEMS process for21

a little over 12 years now.  We do have data, both22

cycle counting type data and a number of items that we23

do actual CUF monitoring on.24

We have three locations specifically which25
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have been a concern, because of the high usage for1

2002.  The numbers are up there for 2002 for the2

normal and alternate charging and surge line.  Those3

locations -- CUFs -- for normal charging is 4.63.4

Alternate charging is 4.74, and the surge line was5

3.78.  We do have new numbers for the year 2003, which6

are not on the slide, but they were for normal7

charging -- were 4.75, alternate charging is 4.78, and8

the surge line is 4.14.9

And we have projected those out to 4010

years using the last 12 years of data, because the11

first eight years was not as rigorously -- wasn't12

monitored by the WESTEMS system.  And right now that13

puts our projections at 40 years at -- for normal14

charging at .836, for alternate charging it puts it15

over one, and for the surge line it puts it over one.16

And that's with no allowances for environmental17

fatigue, and all three of those locations in 60 years18

are showing right now a trend to go over one at 6019

years without any allowance for environmental fatigue.20

We have committed to do the 6260 locations21

for environmental fatigue using the two NUREG curves22

-- the carbon steel curve and the stainless steel23

curve.  And that is in our -- will be in our FSAR, and24

it's one of our commitments.25
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MR. PAGLIA:  Okay.  Next, Bob Wharton is1

going to speak to the groundwater.2

MR. WHARTON:  My name is Bob Wharton.  I'm3

the structural lead on license renewal at Summer4

Station.  5

At the subcommittee meeting in December,6

there was interest shown in discussing our groundwater7

analysis at this meeting.  So what we're presenting8

here is from our original application submittal in9

2002.  The results are shown from some old wells,10

which existed at the plant site at the time that we11

were developing the license renewal application.12

Those results indicated that we had a pH13

in the 4.8 to 5.3 range, which, according to the NRC14

criteria or the regulation criteria, is that we should15

be considered as aggressive groundwater.16

Subsequent to the submittal, however, as17

part of a new site study at Summer Station to evaluate18

a dewatering concept around the plant site, we've19

installed 37 new wells through soil borings and20

establishing some wells in the plant site area.21

And the recent analysis which was done in22

October of 2003 from five of the wells indicated now23

that the water is non-aggressive.  As you can see from24

the new wells, the pH was in the range of 6.0 to 7.1.25
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So our later data basically says that we're in a non-1

aggressive environment, so we just wanted to present2

that at this point in time.3

MEMBER ROSEN:  Well, what changed?4

MR. WHARTON:  The only -- we had old wells5

which had been in effect -- established for over 156

years, so they were put in originally around our fuel7

oil storage tanks to monitor any potential leakage8

that could occur out in the yard area.  This is from9

a state regulatory perspective.10

Whether those wells had been contaminated11

over time, or there was some chemical analysis that12

took place that could potentially have changed or13

lowered the pH, we really don't know at that point in14

time.  All we can say now is that we -- we have recent15

studies.  16

In talking to the engineer who performed17

these well studies and establish the wells at the18

plant site, they went through all of the proper19

procedures to cleanse the water -- to cleanse the20

wells to resurge, and then take samples.21

So it appears that we have a better22

quality of sampling that was taken at this point in23

time.  Originally, we just asked people to go out and24

get some water samples, and so I -- it's hard to25
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distinguish why the pH changed to that level.1

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  In the SER it is2

documented that you have no commitment to enhance your3

program to monitor groundwater.  Are you changing that4

now because of this finding?5

MR. WHARTON:  No, we are not.  We have6

committed that we will continue to monitor the7

groundwater every five years, and we're going to do8

that concurrent with the structural maintenance rule9

schedule.10

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Although during the11

subcommittee you showed us an interesting picture of12

another structure close by with similar groundwater13

characteristics.  And, in fact, you are showing that14

after 70 years it is in good shape, so that --15

MR. WHARTON:  Yes.  Do you want to see16

that?17

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  -- is more comforting18

than --19

MR. WHARTON:  Would you like to see20

those -- yes, we have those.21

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.22

MR. PAGLIA:  And also, too, that chemical23

analysis of the water at this location is also24

comparable to these results that we got.  So another25
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data point for us.1

MR. WHARTON:  All right.  This -- we have2

a hydro facility located about 18 miles south of3

Summer Nuclear Station.  What we have determined is4

that the area is in the same geological province.  The5

rock -- underlying rock structure is similar.  6

The soil profile is very similar, and we7

actually went and took some analyses at that location8

and determined that the pH was in the range of roughly9

seven -- 6.94.  Sulfides, sulfates, the chlorides were10

all very comparable.  So we think we had very similar11

groundwater conditions.12

So what we're looking at here is a13

powerplant that was -- that was established or was14

constructed in 1930 as part of a large reservoir for15

hydro production.  So in the upper photograph you have16

the construction in the 1930 timeframe, and in the17

lower it's from 2003.  18

You can go ahead and flip through these19

slides.20

The next slide will show you the penstocks21

coming in to the hydro plant were metal penstocks but22

they were encased in concrete.  And these penstocks23

were subsequently embedded in the toe of the dam.  And24

as you can see also, the construction activity -- it's25
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a lot of scaffolding, barrels, and so forth.  1

So when we started a dam remediation2

project at Saluda Hydro -- yes, the next slide.  When3

we started this project, they did the excavation, and,4

as it turned out, they found out that all of the old5

construction materials were left in place.  The6

barrels -- they found everything intact as it was7

left.  It was just buried.8

So there were potentially a lot of9

contaminants, and so forth, and it's -- Saluda Dam is10

the location.  But in the lower photograph from 1930,11

you can see the concrete encasement of the penstocks.12

And then, when we excavated in 2003 -- and I visited13

this location -- the concrete was in remarkable14

condition, 70 plus years later, being subject to very15

similar groundwater conditions.16

Any more questions on that?  Okay.  Let's17

go back to the original slides.18

So anyway we did the recent analysis, and19

I guess we're looking at now approximately --20

MEMBER FORD:  I'm sorry.  Would you kindly21

go back to that picture?  It was a fascinating22

picture.  Is that rust in 2003 at the top of --23

MR. WHARTON:  No, it's the red clay24

staining.25
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MEMBER FORD:  Oh, okay.1

MR. WHARTON:  Yes, red clay staining.2

MEMBER FORD:  Okay.3

MR. WHARTON:  That part of the country has4

a significant amount of red clay.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  Is that concrete reinforced6

concrete from -- 7

MR. WHARTON:  Yes, it would have been8

reinforced concrete.  But, again, it was from the 19309

vintage.  It was, you know, concrete quality,10

placement techniques, construction techniques.11

MEMBER ROSEN:  Following Peter's comment,12

I guess he was trying to figure out whether the --13

MEMBER FORD:  It was rust.14

MEMBER ROSEN:  -- whether the rebar was15

rusting.16

MR. WHARTON:  Well, in fact, there were no17

visible cracks seen, no scalding of concrete, no18

moisture --19

MEMBER FORD:  I'm not suggesting concrete20

rusts.21

(Laughter.)22

MR. WHARTON:  That's purely just the23

staining from the red clay.24

Where the corner is is roughly where the25
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grade of the toe of the dam would have encased or been1

consuming the penstocks.2

MEMBER ROSEN:  Was this stuff underground3

water?  I mean, it's pretty high up.4

MR. WHARTON:  It was at the toe of the5

dam.  It was saturated, so it was -- 6

MEMBER ROSEN:  Oh.  There was water level7

over the whole --8

MR. WHARTON:  The dam goes from the pump9

house back towards us.  10

MEMBER ROSEN:  Okay.  So it was all11

covered in earth.12

MR. WHARTON:  Yes.  It was covered in13

earth for --14

MEMBER ROSEN:  And that was the level of15

the ground right there, the top -- where the penstocks16

enter the --17

MR. LaBORDE:  Right.  I think about here18

was the --19

MEMBER ROSEN:  So it was very close to the20

surface there.21

MR. LaBORDE:  Yes, but you can see ground22

in here.23

MR. WHARTON:  Since you're in generally a24

saturated condition at the toe of the dam where it25
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goes back into the river below.1

MEMBER ROSEN:  Okay.2

MR. WHARTON:  If there are no more3

questions on groundwater, our next slide -- the next4

slide is on surface water pump house.  There was5

interest shown at the last meeting about the6

settlement of our surface water pump house.  And in7

general, what we observed during the construction of8

the pump house was excessive settlement.  And this was9

in the 1976 to 1977 timeframe.10

As we were building up the embankment, the11

west embankment, which was where the pump house was12

constructed, the pump house settled six to seven13

inches at a point in time which was greatly exceeding14

our original estimates.  So we, at that point in time,15

accelerated the settlement by loading the pump house,16

filling it with water, to accelerate whatever maximum17

settlement would occur.18

During that same time, we did a19

reanalysis, and based on additional soil borings20

determined that the total projected settlement would21

be about 12 inches.  And that's what it ended up at,22

so we had a total settlement, very uniform, of about23

12 inches.24

Since that time, we filled the surface25
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water pond.  We have been monitoring the settlement1

since 1977/1978 timeframe.  So for the last 20-plus2

years we've shown relative stability within a plus or3

minus quarter-inch, which is what we had expected to4

be a seasonable fluctuation.  And we're continuing to5

monitor it to this date.6

Any other questions on settlement?7

MR. PAGLIA:  Okay.  On commitment tracking8

and the living program, as has been verified, we have,9

of course, loaded all of our commitments into our10

station tracking system.  And we are putting all of11

the implementation guidance for license renewal in a12

couple of principle documents, and then, of course,13

there are a large number of implementing procedures14

for the programs.15

But we're putting together what we're16

calling a license renewal DBD or design basis17

document.  And it will basically summarize what went18

on in the application process and point to and19

reference the underlying basis documents.  And this20

will be a resource feature for engineering folks to21

use in evaluations of changes.22

We're also putting together a station --23

for us what we call a station administrative24

procedure.  It's the highest level procedure we have.25
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It's procedures used that cuts across the entire plant1

site and affects all organizations.  And this2

procedure will house the direction, if you will, for3

implementing all of the requirements and commitments4

of license renewal.5

And that main principle procedure will6

reference all of the individual implementing7

procedures for all of the programs that we accredited,8

and they, in turn, will cross-reference this -- this9

station's stated procedure.10

And that's well on its way.  That11

procedure will probably be in the review cycle within12

the next month.  As far as configuration control, just13

meeting the requirements of staying in compliance with14

the requirements of 54, part of the procedure15

revisions that we're doing involve the engineering16

configuration control procedures.  And we will be17

including steps in there to review future changes18

against the requirements of 54, and then -- and it19

will also drive the necessary FSAR updates on the20

normal update cycle.21

That pretty much ends what we had planned22

to cover.  I would say in summary after nearly four23

and a half years now, I think that we have met all of24

the requirements of the license renewal rule and the25
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associated guidance documents.  And we really1

appreciate your consideration of the license renewal2

for Summer Station.3

Thank you.4

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Just go back to5

this last slide.  A lot of license renewal is based on6

commitments from a licensee to do things, which sounds7

fine, but obviously that's no good without a really8

good followup to make sure that it really happens.9

MR. PAGLIA:  And that's the reason why --10

and I'll tell you, we have evolved, and I think where11

we are now is a very strong position.  That station12

administrative procedure, again, is the highest level13

procedure.  It's signed by all of the general14

managers, and it is our -- our means of causing things15

to happen.16

All changes to that procedure in the17

future will have to be done under 50.59.  When they do18

that 50.59, our future commitment accountability19

program will drive them to review that DBD and do the20

necessary reviews against the licensing basis for21

renewal.22

So that's our programmatic control system,23

and it's essentially the same system that we use for24

the CLB.  We really aren't doing anything new25
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programmatically, but we are using the highest level1

procedure we have to capture these LR requirements.2

MEMBER ROSEN:  Who is in charge of license3

renewal commitment performance?4

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, in this case, because5

-- in this case, because of this level of procedure,6

okay, all of the organizations -- and assigned, again,7

by -- normally, a procedure is owned by a department8

head.  This is a procedure that's a level above that.9

This procedure is owned by all of the four general10

managers, and they report to the Vice President for11

Nuclear.12

So everybody has a part to play, and those13

parts are clearly identified in this procedures.  As14

far as you would say the overall tracking of15

commitments, and so forth, that follows the nuclear16

licensing organization.17

MR. LaBORDE:  This is a draft.  I don't18

think Al has even seen this yet.  It's still warm.19

This is a 100 series SAP, which is our station20

administrative procedure.  Because it's a 100 series21

procedure, this will be signed by the general manager22

of Nuclear Plant Operations who is the plant manager.23

And he is ultimately responsible for the things that24

are in here.25
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Although the procedure will be written and1

controlled in effect by the licensing manager, it is2

the GM of Nuclear Plant Operations or the Plant3

Manager's procedure responsibility to ensure that this4

is done.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  I assume --6

MR. CLARY:  And I'm the licensing manager,7

so it's mine.8

MEMBER ROSEN:  I assume he has something9

to do other than just worry about license renewal --10

the Plant Manager?11

MR. LaBORDE:  Yes, but --12

MEMBER ROSEN:  Is there anybody who has --13

MR. LaBORDE:  This is the level that our14

procedures have to --15

MEMBER ROSEN:  Is there anybody who has a16

full-time job worrying about license renewal, or a17

significant portion of his time spent on --18

MR. PAGLIA:  Well, I would say that,19

frankly, to be honest --20

MEMBER ROSEN:  Or is it like QA, where21

you've distributed the function out to everybody?22

MR. PAGLIA:  It's sort of like everything23

else.  I mean, we -- we committed mostly to existing24

programs.  And we have obviously committed to do some25
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future inspections.1

So we are going to continue to implement2

our existing programs, and the organizations3

responsible to do that will continue to be4

responsible.  There's really nothing unique that we5

have to do for license renewal, except in a case where6

we've got some future inspection activities.7

Now those are listed in here, and they are8

tracked with our tracking program.  And they will have9

due dates, and they will cause actions at that time.10

If we went past those, we would be11

violating this procedure.  And it's just typical12

programmatic control at the plant.13

But there's -- you know, there is really14

-- we have talked about it, to be honest with you.  Do15

we need a single point accountability person, and so16

forth?  I think we will have one, but that role really17

-- what we're doing is we are going to change the18

engineering procedures and do training.  19

And we will have training sessions with20

our engineering personnel, such that the processes21

that they need to go through, so that we remain in22

compliance with 54, will be done on an ongoing basis23

by those people using their procedures.  There's no --24

there's not going to be a central -- necessarily a25
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central point that you have to get all the answers1

from.2

Does that address your question or3

concern?4

MEMBER ROSEN:  It does.  And I think about5

half of the licensees have taken the position that6

you've taken.  And about half or maybe slightly less7

than half have taken the position that they needed a8

station point of contact, someone to --9

MR. CLARY:  Each SAP has an owner.  Okay?10

And that person owning -- that manager that owns that,11

okay, is the person who will then drive it through the12

process to make any changes.  It just -- it's such13

high-level procedure that general managers sign off14

on --15

MEMBER ROSEN:  Yes, I understand.  And I16

-- you know, I think that either approach can work.17

I just was wondering whether or not -- which one you18

had chosen, and now I know.19

MR. PAGLIA:  Now, in reality, okay, for a20

while while we're still around, we -- me is that21

person.  And if questions come up about how we will22

implement, they will come to this team here to get23

help.  So I think after a few years this becomes24

embedded in the station, and hopefully a lot sooner25
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than that, frankly.  But we are here as a resource.1

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  I think if we2

don't have any additional questions, I think we should3

turn maybe to the staff.  Dr. Raj Auluck will make the4

presentation.5

Thank you for the informative6

presentation.7

MR. PAGLIA:  Okay.8

MEMBER ROSEN:  You may have established9

some sort of record, too.  I think you may be the10

first licensee who has shown us a picture from -- what11

was it, how many years ago?  70 years ago?12

MR. PAGLIA:  Yes.13

MEMBER ROSEN:  As part of the case for the14

current --15

MR. LaBORDE:  I believe the dam -- the16

construction of the dam was actually completed in17

1920.18

DR. AULUCK:  Good afternoon.  My name is19

Raj Auluck.  I am the Project Manager for the review20

of V.C. Summer's license renewal application.  With me21

is Kimberley Corp, and she is a Project Manager in our22

License Renewal Group, and she has been helping me in23

this -- completion of the safety regulation report.24

You may recall that she made some presentations during25
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the subcommittee meeting on December 3rd.1

Caudle Julian, who is the team leader for2

all of the inspections, I think is on the line.3

Caudle, are you on the line?4

MR. JULIAN:  Yes, I am, Raj.5

DR. AULUCK:  Okay.  Thank you.  And he's6

available to respond to any of your inspections in the7

inspection areas.8

Next slide. 9

This first slide you have seen.  As it10

says, the -- it's a three-loop Westinghouse plant.11

And one thing to note here is that their current12

license expires on August 6, 2022, and the application13

came on August 6, 2002.  It is exactly 20 years.14

That's the earliest any applicant can come, according15

to the regulations of 54.17.  So --16

MEMBER POWERS:  Yes, sir.  But what hour17

if you submitted --18

(Laughter.)19

DR. AULUCK:  We received them at 8:00 on20

August 6th.21

(Laughter.)22

The draft SER was issued on October 9,23

2003, and we made the subcommittee presentations on24

December 3, 2003.  Since then, there has been no new25
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technical information exchanges to the SER, since we1

briefed the subcommittee.2

There has been several editorial changes,3

and corrections have been made to the final document.4

Comments provided by the applicant, they have been5

addressed.6

Next slide, please.7

10 CFR Part 54 says that what needs to be8

met in order to issue a renewed license.  There are9

basically three requirements as shown on this slide.10

The first one relates to staff's safety review of the11

application that we are talking about today, and the12

second one relates to the environmental impact of the13

proposed action.  And the third one relates to any14

request for hearing or petitions to intervene on the15

proposed action.  There were no such requests.16

Next slide, please.17

The staff's review process begins with the18

review of the applicant's methodology described in the19

application, and to assure that it meets the20

requirements of the rule.  The staff review is21

supplemented by an onsite audit to review the detailed22

documentation available at the site.23

There was nothing unusual about that24

review of this application.  The review of scoping and25
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screening results from the applicant has appropriately1

identified structures and components to be included2

within the scope of license renewal.3

As a result of our review, no new4

structures were added.  Few components were added to5

the scope of license renewal as a result of our6

review, and we discussed those at the subcommittee7

meeting.  There were mostly in the fire protection8

area.9

As you know, fire protection is very10

station-specific, and we do 100 percent review.  And11

there is always a difference of opinion on a technical12

basis what should be included and what should not be13

included.14

The staff believes that all system15

structures and components subject to aging management16

review have been appropriately identified.  Again,17

staff's review of the aging management program was18

supported by audits and inspections at the site.  19

As a result of staff review, three new20

aging management programs were added, and they were21

all in the electrical area.  22

Next slide, please.23

This one -- this slide gives the -- deals24

with the timing of audits and inspections.  Audits --25
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by definition, they are used to support NRR staff1

review activities.  Inspections support regional2

activities and follow set guidance and procedures.3

We already talked about our audit4

inspection for the methodology audit.  And the scoping5

and screening inspection consists of selected6

examination of procedures and records, and interviews7

with personnel regarding the process of scoping and8

screening.  These have been the standard procedures we9

have followed over the last several applications.10

Now, as you recall, this was the fourth11

application which followed the GALL format.  And so --12

and this was the second one where we conducted onsite13

audit.  These applications contained, for those aging14

management programs -- which they claimed they are15

consistent with GALL aging management programs -- they16

just provide a summary description.17

So for this one, we conducted a detailed18

audit of the plant.  We were about five staff members19

from here, and there were two contractors who wanted20

to get on the -- you know, the learning curve to21

follow the inspections later on.22

So, and the purpose of this audit was to23

confirm that a given aging management program, as24

stated in the application, is consistent with the AMP25
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as described in the GALL report.  This was done by1

comparing the 10 attributes as described in the2

program basis documents, which are called technical3

reports in V.C. Summer's case, and they were at the4

site.  And we've got 10 attributes in the GALL report.5

In some of the programs, clarifications6

were needed for completeness and accuracy.  All action7

items, as a result of this audit, were included in a8

-- it's called condition evaluation report, CER, by9

the applicant.  And this was a part of the tracking10

system, and we talk about how we did the closure on11

that CER.12

The third -- the aging management program13

review inspection -- actually, it's the aging14

management program inspection -- this is conducted by15

the region.  And it follows manual chapter 4516 and16

NRC inspection procedure 71002.17

This inspection did not identify any18

findings as defined in the NRC manual chapter 0612.19

The inspection concluded that license renewal20

activities were conducted as this application, and21

that documentation supporting the application is in an22

auditable form.23

Though it was -- observation was made that24

applicant has not yet established a tracking -- for25
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tracking for items, in the planned future task list1

system we assure implementation of the proposed action2

to support license renewal.3

And we were told that they are in the4

process of doing that, and in -- in following a couple5

of months, I'm talking this inspection was done in6

August, so in October or so we'll be completely7

finished with that activity.  So at that time, we8

decided, with the region's input and NRR management9

input, that we should conduct a third inspection.10

So the purpose of the third inspection was11

to -- to look at their tracking system and also our12

closure out of any other discrimination evaluation13

report.  So that's what was done during the third14

inspection in November of 2003, and we briefed the15

committee of the results in December also.16

Next slide just gives you a brief overview17

of total number of aging management programs.  The18

applicant credited 45 aging management programs for19

license renewal, and they claimed that 34 of these20

programs were consistent with GALL, and 11 programs21

were non-GALL programs, site-specific programs.22

And 26 of them were existing programs23

where the -- you know, changing -- when used in the24

aging management programs, and 16 were new programs,25
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and, in addition, there were three new -- three aging1

management programs related to TLAAs.2

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Now, when the3

program is consistent with GALL, your criteria for4

evaluation would seem to be -- to check that they5

really are consistent with GALL.6

DR. AULUCK:  Right.7

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Right?  Well, in8

the non-GALL programs, you have to decide what to do,9

and you have to figure out what the criteria should10

then be.11

DR. AULUCK:  We did not look at any non-12

GALL programs, because the application contained all13

of the 10 attributes for the new program, and there14

were staff at headquarters -- they did a detailed15

review and wrote the safety evaluation on those16

programs.17

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  I'm trying to18

remember, because the question arose in my mind when19

I read your -- the SER, and then it turned out that20

there was a rather thorough review of the non-GALL21

programs.  But it still wasn't quite clear to me what22

the criteria are.23

You say there are 10 criteria, the 10 --24

DR. AULUCK:  The 10 attributes in the25
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GALL --1

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Okay.  So there is2

some consistent basis for evaluation.3

DR. AULUCK:  Right.  It is, right.4

MR. LEE:  This is Sam Lee.  The 105

criteria, as explained, will be primarily what the6

staff uses for license renewal.7

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  So that's really8

helpful, and you have a procedure and it's clear, and9

you go through it.10

DR. AULUCK:  Next slide, please.11

This slide I think I had put it here for12

the completeness.  Dr. Bonaca, you already asked the13

question, "What are you going to do with the14

conditions we have put in the SER?"  And our answer is15

this -- you know, this is -- we accept what the16

reserves are.  And as time goes on, if those new17

reserves are established, it will be a decision what18

to do.  But right now those additional provisions19

would stay in the SER.20

VICE CHAIRMAN WALLIS:  Okay.21

DR. AULUCK:  Next slide, please.22

MEMBER POWERS:  I note that the applicant23

corrected that slide.24

DR. AULUCK:  Yes, right.  Well, see, those25
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are the -- the new data is not sent to us on a docket,1

so we do -- yes, so -- and it's for their own use,2

and --3

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  This is the SER4

information.  We haven't changed that.5

DR. AULUCK:  No, we have not changed the6

SER information.  No.7

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  We will note that.8

DR. AULUCK:  Next slide, please.9

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  TLAAs.10

DR. AULUCK:  The staff review concluded11

that the applicant has appropriately identified all12

TLAAs in the application.  Actually, one of the RAIs13

we did ask the applicant to tell us that other TLAAs14

which are identified in the -- you know, the GALL are15

-- not the GALL, I think in the SRP are not applicable16

to the V.C. Summer site.  So they responded that --17

they assured us that they have included all of the18

applicable TLAAs.19

And, again, for completeness, we have20

included the slide for reactor vessel improvement21

results.  The first one shows upper shelf -- these are22

the various screening criteria, as the staff23

calculated values.  It got very close to the24

applicant's values also.25
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I just wanted to add that during the last1

outage, which was in November, they have taken one2

condition capsule out, and they have been -- one3

capsule has been removed and will be tested and will4

provide the bounding data for the end-of-life values,5

and they will --6

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  These are end-of-life7

calculated values, right?  This is end of 60-year8

life.9

DR. AULUCK:  Yes.  Right.  They are10

confirm that -- if there are any changes from the11

current results.  So that will be new --12

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  What you put up there13

is --14

DR. AULUCK:  It's 60 years.15

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.16

DR. AULUCK:  It's 60 years.17

MEMBER POWERS:  How many capsules does the18

licensee have to extract over the next four years?19

DR. AULUCK:  They have two left, one that20

-- they are taking it out now.  The next one they're21

going to take out in refueling outage 15, and then put22

it in storage for future use.23

MEMBER POWERS:  And so after that they24

will have no more capsule?25
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DR. AULUCK:  No, they will -- except the1

one in storage for future use.  If they want to put it2

back there --3

MR. ELLIOT:  This is Barry Elliot,4

Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch.  We have a5

gold program for capsules, and our direction is that6

we want one capsule to be withdrawn at a fluence7

equivalent or slightly greater than the 60 years8

fluence for the vessel ID.  And that would be the9

capsule -- the last capsule that they're going to10

withdraw.11

Our other direction is if you have other12

-- additional capsules, to take them out early in a13

plant's life, like now, before they gain too much14

fluids, beyond the 60 years, so that if -- if the15

plant decides to go for another 20 years, they can16

reinstall those capsules and they will have -- they17

can start generating a fluence.18

The leak factor for this plant is on the19

order of three.  So that if we leave the capsules in,20

they could gather -- by year 60, they would gather 18021

years of fluence and be useless.  It's a good idea to22

take them out.23

MEMBER POWERS:  We love those broken24

things that are totally useless.25
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(Laughter.)1

MR. ELLIOT:  I understand.2

MEMBER ROSEN:  What did you say about3

another 20 years beyond the 60 years?4

MR. ELLIOT:  Yes.  In other words, if they5

wanted to go another 60 -- 20 years past the 60, they6

could take the capsules that they've taken out,7

reinsert them sometime in the future, and gather more8

fluence.9

MEMBER ROSEN:  Wait a minute.  I didn't10

even know that there was such a process involved --11

available.12

MEMBER POWERS:  There is no limit.13

(Laughter.)14

MEMBER ROSEN:  You mean these plants are15

immortal.16

MEMBER POWERS:  He didn't say the plants17

were immortal.  But if they are immortal, they can go18

forever.19

(Laughter.)20

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Right.  The only thing21

you know is that this committee won't be here at that22

time.23

(Laughter.)24

MEMBER ROSEN:  No.  On the contrary, I25
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think the committee will be -- yes, Dr. Kress will be,1

but the members may be different.2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Well, no, I said these3

people are -- they won't be here.4

MEMBER SHACK:  Barry, why don't you just5

leave the next capsule in until it hits 80 years worth6

of life, and then haul it out?7

MR. ELLIOT:  That's an alternative that8

they can -- they can decide.  I mean, we don't tell9

them to take it out at 60.10

MEMBER SHACK:  Oh, I thought you said we11

just --12

MR. ELLIOT:  No, no, no.  We say -- we13

recommend you take it out sometime --14

MEMBER POWERS:  I really like the strategy15

you've set up better than leaving it in to 80, because16

you have no guarantee that over the next 20 years we17

won't change Logan patterns, and things like that.18

MR. ELLIOT:  Well, we also have criteria19

that they have to establish for fluence, in that they20

have to have -- maintain a certain fluence level, and21

also have a extensive dosimetry program, so that if22

they do change the loading pattern we'd be able to23

determine what the impact of the new loading pattern24

is on the fluence.25
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MEMBER POWERS:  Because your information1

on the vessel is so comprehensive and complete,2

there's hardly a thing to research anymore.3

(Laughter.)4

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  All right.  So there's5

a lot of margin there.6

MEMBER ROSEN:  Yes.  We commented earlier7

to the licensee that they had a lot of margin, and8

this one has even more.9

DR. AULUCK:  I think the copper content is10

very low.11

MEMBER POWERS:  It's not low enough to12

keep us from researching copper, though.13

DR. AULUCK:  The next one I think is14

related to metal fatigue.  I think it's, again, a15

repeat from what the applicant has put -- the16

applicant's analysis indicates that three components17

which make the design basis fatigue usage factor18

during a period of extended operation --19

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Those are the20

charging --21

DR. AULUCK:  Charging nozzle and surge22

line reactor coolant loop nozzle.  And they will have23

to take corrective actions, and the corrective actions24

include more regressive analysis of the component to25
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demonstrate that design code limit will not be1

exceeded, repaired, or replace part of the component.2

The next one --3

MEMBER SHACK:  So at the moment he's4

tracking transients, but he's still using his old-5

fashioned stress analysis.  So he can still go back6

and sharpen the pencil?7

DR. AULUCK:  That's the options.8

The next slide is a commitment tracking9

system.  And we have mentioned earlier that they have10

put most of these action items, commitment items, in11

the tracking system.  Appendix A of the SER lists all12

of the license renewal commitments.  13

In doing a thorough inspection of the14

site, staff verified that all of these have been15

entered into the station tracking system.  Completion16

of these actions will be confirmed by the staff with17

the inspection procedure 71003.18

The next slide talks about license19

conditions.  As a result of our review, no new plant-20

specific license conditions have been included.21

Two standard licensing conditions are22

given on this slide.  The first one is applicant will23

include the UFSAR supplement in the next update of the24

FSAR.  And the second one is that future inspections25
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accurately identified in the supplement will be1

completed prior to the PRA standard operation.2

And as a note of information, the final3

environmental impact statement was issued last week on4

February 27th.5

And that -- it comes down to the6

conclusions here.  Staff has completed its review,7

and, you know, will prepare -- based on your8

recommendation, we will prepare the renewed license.9

Again, I would like to thank the ACRS for10

moving the full committee meeting forward two months.11

You know, it saves us a lot of time, and we are -- and12

we really appreciate that.  Of course, this was13

possible with the cooperation of -- a good effort from14

our technical staff, and the applicant, and we had --15

you know, everybody pushed to, you know, a meeting of16

the minds and resolved the issues.17

We had issues like any other application,18

so maybe more than others, but, you know, everybody19

worked hard to resolve the issues.20

And, again, I'd like to personally thank21

the members.  This is my sixth visit here in the last22

two and a half years. 23

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Okay.  Very good.  Any24

questions for Mr. Auluck?25
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MEMBER ROSEN:  You're getting good at1

this, Raj.2

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  Yes.  3

DR. AULUCK:  Well, you can't do any better4

with no open items.5

MEMBER ROSEN:  You presented the PTS and6

upper shelf energy data in the way we like to see it.7

DR. AULUCK:  Thank you.8

CHAIRMAN BONACA:  So we want to thank the9

applicant for a good application and staff for a good10

review.  And with that, if there are no further11

comments, we will take a recess until five of 3:00.12

(Whereupon, the proceedings in the13

foregoing matter went off the record at14

2:37 p.m.)15
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